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ABSTRACT
Contributions of Reward Identity and Time Prediction Errors to Pavlovian Learning
by
Daniel Siegel
Advisor: Andrew Delamater
Some models of associative learning attempt to explain effects such as blocking and unblocking as
reflecting a prediction error (PE): Associative strength, and thereby learning, are said to be greater when
the unconditioned stimulus (US) received following a cue deviates from one’s expectations. Some models
of PE-motivated behavior and PE-relevant brain activity represent the US as a single quantitative variable
for outcome value, and that learning therefore only occurs when outcome value differs from expectations.
There is growing evidence to suggest that changes in other dimensions of reward, such as identity and
timing, also contribute to learning. In Experiment 1, we ran a blocking/unblocking study where both of
these reward domains were unexpectedly reversed upon introduction of novel stimuli during compound
training, without affecting reward value. We then probed the nature of this learning using outcome-specific
Pavlovian-to-Instrumental (PIT) testing. PEs of both reward identity and timing enabled learning towards
the novel stimuli that would not have otherwise occurred (an “unblocking” effect), and this learning was
specific to each reward. In Experiment 2, we trained rats on two stimulus-reward pairs before
unexpectedly switching the identities of the rewards that followed each stimulus. Immediately after this
reversal, brain tissue was fixed and stained for activity-dependent protein phosphorylation (p-rPS6) and
the dopamine (DA) precursor tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). Reward identity PEs did not result in activation of
neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), basolateral amygdala (BLA), or any component of the striatum.
In contrast, reward identity PEs did result in the recruitment of larger neural ensembles in a specific area
of the ventral tegmental area (VTA). This effect was not specific to DA neurons. The implications of these
findings for PE learning models and the brain structures involved are discussed.
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General Introduction
Preface
There is considerable evidence that the formation of new associative learning occurs as a
function of “prediction errors (PEs)” towards predictive stimuli (e.g., Kamin, 1969; Rescorla and Wagner,
1972). When the unconditioned stimulus (US) is different than an animal was previously expecting, PEs
are generated, and this results in the formation of new learning. In contrast, when the US is already
expected, no new learning is said to occur. One question that arises from this framework is how the US
becomes sufficiently “different” to produce PEs, and in particular, which aspects of the US factor into PE
computations. Some models of associative learning suggest that PEs are primarily computed by the
discrepancy between expected and received outcome value (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). However, the
characteristics of a US such as its timing (e.g., Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976) and identity (e.g.,
Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997) can also influence whether or not PE-regulated learning occurs. In
this paper, we attempt to further characterize the ways in which these US domains influence learning. In
Experiment 1, we asked whether unexpected changes in the US domains of both timing and identity are
capable of producing new learning. In Experiment 2, we sought to characterize the neural architecture
that is invoked during unexpected changes in US identity.
Implications of Blocking and Unblocking Effects
Few phenomena of associative learning have warranted as much attention as the Blocking Effect.
In this procedure, an animal is first trained that a particular conditioned stimulus (CS) reliably predicts a
specific US. In a subsequent phase, a novel stimulus is presented in simultaneous conjunction with the
pre-trained stimulus (together, the “compound” CS), and this compound is reinforced by the same US.
When subjects are tested with presentations of the novel CS alone, their behavior tends to suggest that a
lesser degree of learning occurred towards the novel CS than subjects that never received pre-training.
Learning towards the novel stimulus is thus said to be “blocked.” However, when the compound cue
during the second phase is reinforced with the US presented twice in close succession, presumably
reflecting an increased value of reinforcement following the compound stimulus, the blocking effect is
attenuated (i.e., Kamin, 1969; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976;
Holland and Gallagher, 1983; Holland, 1984; Bradfield and McNally, 2008). This effect is known as
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“upshift unblocking,” as an increase in US value appears to prevent the pre-trained stimulus from fully
blocking future learning. The blocking effect was first reported by Kamin (1969), who consequently
proposed some role for stimulus “surprise” in new learning. The initially learned stimulus is said to enable
the animal to predict the US, and the US expectation it generates is maintained during compound training
such that presentation of the US on compound trials is not surprising. Under this framework, an increase
in associative strength between a CS and US will only occur when the US is surprising, and, thus,
blocking or upshift unblocking will be manifested accordingly.
Prediction Error Learning Models
The ability to accommodate the blocking effect is a prerequisite for numerous theories of
associative learning that have since been proposed. One influential suggestion by Rescorla and Wagner
(1972) posits that any changes in CS-US associative strength (i.e., new learning) occur as a function of
the PEs that occur on a given trial. Over training, the animal gradually builds up some expectation of
reinforcement during cue presentation. When the outcome is delivered, the animal compares it with what
was expected in the presence of the associated CS. Therefore, over the course of training, the
discrepancy between the outcome expected and the outcome actually delivered gradually reduces until,
eventually, the outcome becomes fully predicted and no new learning occurs. This framework provides an
elegant explanation both for blocking and upshift unblocking effects: When associative strength afforded
to the pretrained CS reaches asymptote during the first phase of training, no PEs occur towards the novel
CS when the stimulus compound is followed by an already-predicted US. Likewise, when the compound
CS is followed by a greater magnitude of reinforcement, a positive PE is generated. This promotes new
learning to the novel stimulus and allows upshift unblocking to occur. Furthermore, when the reinforcer is
omitted or decreased in its magnitude, extinction learning is predicted to occur as reflected in a loss of
responding to the predictive CS. This can be explained through the introduction of negative PEs, due to
the delivery of a less reinforcing outcome than was expected. Bidirectional PEs are therefore said to be
critical for modulating stimulus-outcome learning.
Attentional Models
Subsequent models of associative learning have also attributed some role of PEs in driving new
learning, albeit with more rigorous attempts to characterize the nature of CS representations. Models of
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selective attention, for example, consider how the learning parameter “𝜶𝜶” modulates CS salience.
Mackintosh (1975) suggested that changes in learning reflect attentiveness towards cues that reliably
predict reinforcement, whereas Pearce and Hall (1980) posited that attention is only conferred to cues for
which the outcome is uncertain. Models of acquired salience (Esber and Haselgrove, 2011) integrate
these perspectives by suggesting that CS associability is regulated as a probabilistic function of US
occurrence. These models may not be mutually exclusive, as studies using different procedures have met
predictions from each of these models. Importantly, different brain regions have been implicated in
behavior consistent with each of these models as well (see Nasser et al., 2017 for a review).
The theoretical frameworks described above all involve some error term for representing the
discrepancy between an outcome received and that expected following a CS. These models primarily
seek to explain the complexity of ways in which a CS is capable of associating with a paired US. Factors
such as attentional relevance (Mackintosh, 1975) and stimulus salience (Pearce and Hall, 1980) are
crucial components of the CS based on its training history in relation to the US. However, these
frameworks tend to put much lower emphasis on the role held by the US itself, despite a growing body of
evidence that the US can provide a dynamic influence on learning.
Previous focus on US “Value”
The Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model computes PEs through an error term (𝝀𝝀 - V), whereby 𝝀𝝀

represents the maximum possible associative strength for a given US and V represents the current

(expected) CS-US associative strength granted to the CS on any given trial. 𝝀𝝀 is treated as a quantifiable
representation of the unconditioned value or magnitude of the outcome. Higher values of 𝝀𝝀 relative to V
therefore denote a US with a greater magnitude of motivational influence over behavior, and result in

larger PEs. Likewise, this model predicts that lower values of 𝝀𝝀 relative to V would reduce associative
strength due to generation of negative PEs.

In a blocking procedure, the value of the US is already learned in the first phase of training.
Therefore, when the compound stimulus is followed by the same value of reinforcement during the
second phase, the lack of any constituent change occurring to 𝝀𝝀 precludes any new learning during

compound training. This model thus provides a convenient explanation for upshift unblocking (i.e., Kamin,
1969; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976; Holland and Gallagher, 1983;
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Holland, 1984; Bradfield and McNally, 2008), as this procedure involves increasing the value of the US
during compound training and thus generates a positive PE that could support new learning to the novel
stimulus. However, this model struggles to explain the well-documented “downshift” unblocking effect. In
such a procedure, the compound stimulus introduced in the second phase of training is accompanied by
a reinforcer lower in value than that which had followed the pre-trained stimulus during the first phase. A
number of studies have shown that this results in different patterns of learning depending on the nature of
the downshift: a decrease in US quantity results in unblocking towards the novel cue introduced during
the second phase (i.e., Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976; Rescorla and Colwill, 1983; Holland,
1984) and this may be due to changes in the properties learned of the US rather than the nature of its
relationship with the CS (Holland and Kenmuir, 2005). Decreases in the intensity of a single US, rather,
instead results in conditioned inhibition (Cotton, Goodall, and Mackintosh, 1982).
Multiple US Domains Comprise US “Value”
Upshifts and downshifts (in quantity) of a US during the second phase of training in blocking
procedures both result in unblocking as reflected by changes in conditioned responding (CR). That these
procedures both result in excitatory learning towards the novel stimulus suggests that PEs may influence
associative strength in an indirect manner. This elicits questions as to exactly what components of a US
constitute its “value,” and how shifts in these components may be independently sufficient to produce
unblocking and PE-driven learning. For example, the quantity and intensity of an aversive US may be
distinct forms of value. Bradfield and McNally (2008) trained rats with one CS(A)-footshock pairing during
the first phase of conditioning, whereby the shock was delivered at an intensity of 0.4-mA. During the
second phase, the pre-trained CS was presented in a compound with a novel CS(B). Compound AB was
followed either by the same 0.4-mA shock, a series of two 0.4-mA shocks, or a single 0.8-mA shock
(between groups). Each group also received separate trials with a compound of two novel stimuli, CS(C)
and CS(D) followed by 0.4-mA shock, a control measure widely used to assess baseline conditioning in
the absence of pre-training (and, therefore, in the absence of blocking) of either cue in the control
compound (Kamin, 1969). Animals fearfully anticipating an aversive US such as shock display a
characteristic “freezing” behavior, marked by an absence of locomotor activity. This freezing behavior was
then tested in the presence of stimuli B and D.
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When compound AB was followed by the same 0.4-mA shock, freezing to stimulus B was
reduced relative to D, indicative of a blocking effect. When AB was followed by a US that was doubled in
either quantity or intensity across phases, responding at test did not differ between stimuli B and D,
suggesting that unblocking had occurred. However, when the effects of unexpected increases in US
quantity or intensity were directly compared in a subsequent within-group experiment, significantly greater
freezing was observed towards the CS followed by a US of greater intensity than that followed by a US of
greater quantity. Importantly, these authors ran a control experiment in which stimuli were paired with 0.4mA, 0.8-mA, or two 0.4-mA shocks. Stimuli paired with the latter two shock preparations elicited patterns
of freezing that did not differ from one another, but were greater than those elicited by the CS paired with
one 0.4-mA shock. Therefore, although changes in the quantity and intensity of a footshock US exhibit
comparable increases in motivational influence over the CS-elicited CR (reflecting the “value” of the US),
increases in US intensity generated greater unblocking and larger PEs (Bradfield and McNally, 2008). It is
plausible that intensity and quantity comprise distinct domains of US encoding during associative
learning, especially since downshifts in these domains result in conditioned inhibition (Cotton, Goodall,
and Mackintosh, 1982) and unblocking (i.e., Holland, 1984), respectively. Rescorla and Wagner (1972) do
not distinguish between these domains and encapsulates both under a single term for US “value.”
Although this model could adapt to explain why the intensity and quantity domains are differentially
reflected in the degree of learning, it struggles to explain why one form of downshift results in excitatory
learning whereas the other results in inhibitory learning.
US Timing and Identity are Distinct Properties
While the quantity and intensity of a US may comprise distinct features of PE learning that
differentially affect associative learning, they can both be categorized as features within the greater
umbrella of US “value.” Still, a growing body of research suggests that a myriad of other US domains are
independently involved in learning, even when such domains are unlikely to be related to US value.
The selective Pavlovian-to-Instrumental Transfer effect (PIT) has allowed researchers to probe
whether subjects have learned to associate a CS with the specific appetitive reward it precedes (Kruse et
al, 1983), or whether the CS more generally invigorates motivated responding (i.e., Corbit and Balleine,
2005; Corbit and Balleine, 2011). This is achieved by first training subjects to interact with instrumental
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manipulanda that are each followed by different rewards. In a subsequent Pavlovian phase, the
manipulanda are hidden and these rewards are delivered following presentation of different stimuli.
During a test session, the manipulanda are made available and the stimuli are presented under extinction
conditions. If presentation of a CS paired with one reward selectively invigorates responding towards the
manipulandum paired with the same reward during the first phase of training, learning towards the CS
(and the expectations generated) can be interpreted as specific to its associated reward. If a given CS
indiscriminately elevates responding on either lever as well as entry into the reward magazine, learning
towards the CS can be said to elevate general motivated behavior without outcome-specificity. Therefore,
when two rewards differ on the basis of their sensory identities, the presence of selective PIT effects
suggests that subjects learned to discriminate between these rewards on the basis of such differences.
This technique is a superior measure of outcome-specific learning over rate of magazine entry, which
only indicates whether the stimuli evoke generally motivated conditioned responses.
Delamater and Oakeshott (2007) reported a series of experiments using the selective PIT
procedure to investigate the training parameters required for subjects to learn about two dimensions of
reward: Timing and identity. Rats were first trained to press a lever or pull a chain to receive a reward
pellet or liquid sucrose (counterbalanced). In a subsequent phase, two stimuli were presented that were
60-seconds in duration and were each followed by either reward immediately at offset. Six groups were
then tested using selective PIT whereby the levers were made available and responding in the presence
of either CS was assessed. These groups differed in that each received a different number of Pavlovian
training trials prior to the test.
In the presence of either CS, all groups responded more on the manipulandum that was
previously paired with the same reward as each CS than that which was not. Outcome-specific learning
therefore developed quite rapidly, suggesting that subjects readily encoded the distinct identities of the
pellet and sucrose rewards delivered throughout training. However, only rats that had received at least
eight training trials had learned to time their responses appropriately. These subjects selectively elevated
their outcome-specific responses throughout the duration of the CS, which peaked as it approached the
60-second mark (when reward was delivered during Pavlovian training). These outcome-specific and
temporal forms of learning were not sensitive to 10 days of extinction training after the Pavlovian phase,
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although this did extinguish motivated magazine approach behavior. However, subjects given 10 days of
context exposure (in lieu of extinction training) retained the selective PIT effect but lost the ability to time
their responses appropriately. This implies that the identity and temporal dynamics of a reward may be
encoded separately (with the latter relying on a slower system than the former), and that these
dimensions of US learning may be differentially sensitive to processes of forgetting and reconsolidation
(Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007).
CS-US Timing is Liable to Prediction Error
One implication of the results reported by Delamater and Oakeshott (2007) is that CS-US interval
timing is gradually learned by the animal over the course of training. The timing of US expectation may
not simply be a characteristic of conditioned responding but may act as a learning parameter capable of
independently driving PEs as well. Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh (1975) ran a fear conditioning
blocking study in which three groups of rats were first given different training with a light CS that
coterminated with footshock. Groups either received no additional shock, or received a second shock that
was delivered either four or eight seconds after the first. A fourth control group received no training during
this first stage of the experiment. During the second phase, a compound between the pretrained light CS
and clicker CS was presented. This was followed by shocks both at offset of this compound CS and eight
seconds later. All groups were trained on this compound. The clicker CS was then presented in isolation,
and suppression of rewarded lever-pressing was assessed as a measure of conditioned fear.
Rats trained during the first phase to expect footshock both immediately and eight seconds after
CS offset did not suppress responding in the presence of the clicker, as this CS-US schedule did not
change during the second phase when the clicker was introduced. In contrast, the group not given pretraining exhibited robust suppression to the clicker. The difference between these groups suggests that
blocking had occurred. Groups pre-trained with either a single shock (upshift across phases) or two
shocks separated by four seconds (temporal shift across phases) suppressed at an intermediate level
and did not significantly differ from one another. These groups exhibited blocking that was significantly
greater than the group that had never received pre-training, but significantly lower than the group for
which the US did not change between phases. Further control experiments showed that this was not due
to any generalization decrement between training phases. It is difficult to argue that simply postponing a
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US that was already fully predicted could reflect an increase in the quantitative value of this US.
Therefore, selective shifts in US timing may produce excitatory PEs of a magnitude largely equivalent to
those produced through increases in US value (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1975).
In another study using conditioned lick-suppression to assess the involvement of CS-US timing in
unblocking effects, Barnet, Grahame, and Miller (1993) trained thirsty rats on two CS-footshock pairings
in the presence of freely available water. One CS was presented simultaneously with shock while another
CS was followed by a shock upon its offset (forward-paired). Although training was identical between
groups during the first phase, the CS designated as a future “blocking” CS varied. The designated
blocking stimulus was either forward-paired with shock, presented simultaneously with shock, or was not
used in either pairing during this phase (control). During the following compound training phase, the
blocking CS was presented in a compound with a novel “blocked” CS and forward-paired with shock.
Suppression of licking behavior (a CR of fear learning) during the blocked CS was then tested.
When the blocking CS was forward-paired with shock in both phases, responding to the blocked
CS was prevented. In contrast, when the blocking CS was initially trained with a simultaneous shock,
learning did accrue to the blocked CS as evidenced by a suppression of licking. The extent of this
suppression did not differ from the control group, which had first experienced the blocking CS during
compound training. Groups were all given the same training parameters during compound training and
received equivalent exposure to CS-US pairings that were either forward or simultaneous. These results
suggest that an unexpected temporal relationship between a CS and US can drive new learning, even
when these relationships are familiar to the subject. In another experiment reported in this study, pretraining on a simultaneous CS-US pairing was found to produce blocking when the compound CS was
also simultaneously paired with shock. The authors note that these findings are in conflict with some
ideas originally formalized in Kamin (1969), which predicts temporal blocking on the basis of redundancy
in predictive information. Predictive redundancy would not be reflected in simultaneous CS-US pairings
(Barnet, Grahame, and Miller, 1993).
These studies demonstrated temporal unblocking effects under conditions whereby the
introduction of the CS that would otherwise be blocked had also signaled an unexpected duration
between CS onset and US delivery. However, temporally modulated blocking has been demonstrated
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even in situations when the interval between a blocking CS and US is kept consistent between training
phases. Jennings and Kirkpatrick (2006) first pre-trained groups of rats on CS-US pairings with a CS
either short or long in duration and immediately followed by delivery of food reward. During the
subsequent compound training phase, these short or long stimuli were presented in compounds with
novel long or short stimuli, respectively. Importantly, the two stimuli were aligned during training such that
they co-terminated at the time of reward delivery. Therefore, no subjects experienced a change in interval
duration between the stimuli and outcomes between phases. Still, pre-training with a long CS suppressed
responding towards a novel short CS introduced during compound training relative to a control group that
learned this compound but was not given pre-training. Interestingly, the opposite pattern of results did not
occur: subjects pre-trained with the shorter CS displayed robust responding in the presence of the longer
CS when it was introduced during compound training. These effects occurred whether the long CS was
80 seconds or five seconds longer than the short CS. One possibility is that stimuli of different durations
are differentially liable to second-order conditioning (e.g., Pavlov, 1927).
Furthermore, patterns of within-trial responding to these blocked stimuli were preserved in their
temporal accuracy regardless of blocking condition. Even when the shorter CS was blocked during
compound training, responding in its presence nonetheless approached peak rates shortly before its
offset. This may suggest that PEs in interval timing do not disrupt appropriate timed responding. The
relationship in time between CS onset and US delivery may serve a crucial determinant of PE-driven
learning and lay the foundations for temporal blocking/unblocking effects such as those described above.
Likewise, some distinct system may function to compute precise expectations over CS-US interval
durations and manifest in behavioral expression without requiring explicit reinforcement learning. This
latter system could feasibly influence response patterns and produce peaks in responding as a CS
approaches the time of US delivery (i.e., Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007; Jennings and Kirkpatrick,
2006), yet would not be suppressed by blocking of relevant predictive stimuli.
Theoretical Models that Address US Timing
Some models may explain CS-elicited anticipatory responding independently from temporal
learning. Scalar Expectancy Theory (Gibbon, Meck, and Church, 1984), for example, formalizes some
intrinsic “pacemaker” mechanism in the nervous system that represents first-order progression of time.
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This supposedly feeds into “accumulator” mechanisms, which serve as a functional property of working
memory by comparing the duration of any given CS-US interval with that which was expected on the
basis of prior CS information. This “expectancy” function results in responding over the course of a trial
that gradually increases until it approaches its peak shortly prior to delivery of some outcome. Importantly,
this “expectancy” is adaptive to changing temporal conditions of a given experiment. If a gradual CSrelevant influx into the accumulator were to correlate with responding under peak expectancy conditions,
this theory could account for the distinct patterns of timed responding observed in studies such as
Jennings and Kirkpatrick (2006) and Delamater and Oakeshott (2007). However, this theory does not
attempt to explain differences in encoding such as those that occur during PE learning. If temporally
regulated learning (i.e., blocking) occurs separately from timed responding, Scalar Expectancy Theory
may provide a tempting explanation specifically for the latter system.
Temporal unblocking effects can only be explained by models of PE-driven learning (e.g.,
Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) if one considers presentation of an unexpectedly shorter CS-US intervals as
reflecting an increase in US value. This is unlikely, however, considering that postponement of an
expected US can also result in unblocking (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976). Jennings and
Kirkpatrick (2006) interpret their data under a framework whereby the relatively narrower window of
associative strength of the short CS may have failed to outcompete the longer CS. This explanation is
effectively isomorphic to that posed by temporal difference (TD) models (Sutton and Barto, 1990).
TD models utilize an error term between the reinforcement expected and that actually delivered,
bearing much similarity to classic theories of error-driven reinforcement learning such as that by Rescorla
and Wagner (1972). Where TD models differ, however, is that they bear a real-time error term that allows
PEs to be computed on a momentary basis. This system would be sensitive not only to an unexpected
value of reinforcement, but unexpected CS-US intervals as well. Therefore, the aforementioned studies of
temporal learning (Dickinson, Hall and Mackintosh, 1975; Barnet, Grahame, and Miller, 1993; Jennings
and Kirkpatrick, 2006; Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007) may be well accounted for by TD models (Sutton
and Barto, 1981; Sutton and Barto, 1990). There may exist a dissociation in theories of timing, whereby
TD models explain PE learning that occurs on a temporal basis but other mechanisms may account for
peak-expectancy response patterns. Such a dichotomy may explain why the latter CR takes especially
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long to develop (Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007), while being particularly resistant to extinction (Ohyama
et al, 1999; Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007) and not becoming disrupted during blocking procedures
(Jennings and Kirkpatrick, 2006).
Real-Time Models Address Prediction Errors in Value and Timing but Not Identity.
Despite some varying degrees of success at explaining learning driven by US value and timing,
models of PE-regulated learning (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981) struggle to
explain PEs that occur strictly on the basis of US identity. A growing body of evidence suggests that the
unique set of sensory characteristics of an appetitive or aversive unconditioned stimulus (comprising its
individual identity) are recruited as distinct parameters of learning, and can drive parallel dimensions of
PE-regulated learning. In other words, learning has been demonstrated strictly on the basis of the type of
outcomes delivered. This parameter is distinct from US value and is not reflected in procedures such as
upshift unblocking. Models utilizing a prediction error term based on a value dimension (i.e., Rescorla and
Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981) have difficulty in explaining outcome identity mediated blocking
and unblocking effects, to which I will now turn.
Blocking Effects are Sensitive to US Identity
Delamater (1995) trained rats such that two manipulanda predicted each of two distinct appetitive
rewards (reward pellet or liquid sucrose). In a subsequent Pavlovian learning phase, two stimuli were
differentially paired with these rewards in the absence of any opportunity to engage in instrumental
responses. Importantly, one of these rewards was also delivered randomly throughout the intertrial
interval (ITI). Using a PIT procedure, outcome-specific responding was shown to be suppressed during a
CS previously paired with the reward that was also delivered during the ITI. Moreover, a separate
experiment was run whereby rewards were delivered during the ITI during a subsequent phase (rather
than as separate trials within the primary Pavlovian conditioning phase). The same effects were
observed, suggesting that reward delivery during the ITI even interfered with selective stimulus-outcome
learning that had already been established earlier in training. Both rewards were palatable and valuable
to the rats (e.g., Colwill and Rescorla, 1985; Rescorla, 1999). These effects would not have occurred if
outcome identity were not a crucial component of the stimulus associations formed (Delamater, 1995).
These data were interpreted to be the result of a context-regulated and outcome-specific blocking effect
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(e.g., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972), whereby specific rewards delivered during the ITI were associated
with the experimental context. This would effectively “block” concurrent (or even undo prior) learning
towards this reward when it becomes predicted by a CS, which would become a redundant signal. If this
were the case, such a process would regulate learning towards each trained US independently and
discriminate between them. This further alludes to sensory identity as a distinct domain through which
associative learning may occur.
Prediction Errors of US Identity Drive Outcome-Specific Learning and Unblocking
There is also evidence for outcome-specific learning following delivery of an unexpected reward
type during a blocking/unblocking procedure. Rescorla (1999) gave rats instrumental training prior to a
Pavlovian conditioning phase whereby two stimuli reliably preceded each of two types of appetitive
reinforcement. During a subsequent compound training phase, novel (“blocked”) stimuli were paired with
each pre-trained CS. One of these compounds was followed by the same type of reward as that which
followed its element during pre-training, whereas the other compound was followed by the opposite
reward. An outcome-selective PIT test was then administered, and responding was tracked on the
manipulanda and reward-delivery magazine in the presence of either blocked stimulus. Both of these
stimuli elicited higher magazine responses than the corresponding pre-stimulus period and did not differ
from one another. In regards to magazine approach behavior, this suggests that neither CS was fully
blocked or selectively unblocked. Instrumental responding, in contrast, did not differ from the pre-stimulus
baseline in the presence of either blocked CS. This suggests that a blocked CS remained blocked even
when it signaled an unexpected change in the identity of the outcome. However, outcome-specific
differences in responding were observed in the presence of the CS associated with a change in outcome
identity. This pattern of results suggests that CS-elicited instrumental behavior was still blocked in this
procedure, but associating this CS with an unexpected reward type facilitated outcome-specific learning.
This study emphasizes the utility of the selective PIT procedure in revealing covert differences in outcome
identity encoding, while suggesting that delivery of an unexpected but equally-valued reward holds a
dynamic influence over the associations formed. To our knowledge, this remains the only appetitive
blocking/unblocking study that unexpectedly switched outcome identity during compound training and
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uncovered the effects of this treatment using a PIT procedure. The domain of US identity is thus capable
of influencing outcome-specific learning.
Fear conditioning studies in rabbits (Betts, Brandon, and Wagner, 1996) and in rats (Blaisdell,
Denniston, and Miller, 1997) have provided further evidence for the ability of US identity changes to drive
new learning. Betts, Brandon, and Wagner (1996) ran a conditioned eyeblink study whereby stimuli were
followed by periorbital shock. Two of these stimuli (A and B) predicted a shock delivered to either eyelid,
whereas a third CS (C) was non-reinforced. During a subsequent compound training phase, each of three
groups received compound training between a novel blocked CS (X) and one of the three pre-trained
stimuli. For a “standard” group, the AX compound was presented and followed by shock to the same
eyelid as was pre-trained following A. Few eyelid responses were observed following a probe test in
which X was presented alone, suggesting that learning to this cue was blocked in this group. Another
group received BX training, whereby this compound was followed by a shock delivered to the opposite
eyelid as was pre-trained following B. A control group was trained with a CX compound, such that this
was the first time either of these stimuli preceded shock. Groups trained on either the BX or CX
compound responded more to X than the group trained on AX, but groups BX and CX did not differ from
one another. This suggests that unblocking had occurred in group BX when this compound preceded
shock delivered to an unexpected eyelid. Recall that the “identity” of a US is composed of all its unique
sensory elements. This point is emphasized by Betts, Brandon, and Wagner (1996), which indicates that
the proximal somatosensory traits of aversive stimuli comprise one of these components. Importantly, this
US feature seems to operate independently from any intrinsic properties of the aversive US itself.
Identity-specific unblocking in fear conditioning has also been demonstrated by completely
switching the identity of the US. Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller (1997) ran a blocking/unblocking
procedure whereby four groups of rats received footshocks after CS presentation. During the compound
training phase, the two “blocking” groups were presented with a novel CS (X) in compound with the pretrained stimulus whereas both control groups were presented with a compound of two novel stimuli. For
one “blocking” and one control group (“same”), this compound CS was followed by the same footshock
US that was delivered during pre-training. For the other blocking and control groups (“diff”), the compound
CS was followed by subjects being plunged into a bucket of ice-water. When X was presented in
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isolation, group “blocking-same” did not suppress responding in the presence of X. However, leverpressing was suppressed similarly between both control groups and “blocking-diff.” No significant
differences in responding to X were found between either control group, suggesting that the outcomes
were similarly aversive. These findings imply that unblocking had occurred due to an unexpected icewater dunking, despite this treatment otherwise not differing from footshock in aversive potential. While
this may be a general result of unexpected US identity, the authors alternatively suggest that the icewater dunking treatment recruited substantially different unconditioned responses (URs). This
interpretation may also be applied to a number of the appetitive studies mentioned above (e.g.,
Delamater, 1995; Rescorla, 1999), as rats exhibit different motor patterns during consumption of different
food rewards. Reward pellets, for example, can be held and eaten outside of the magazine whereas liquid
sucrose must be consumed within it. The elicitation of unexpected URs, rather than mere receipt of an
unexpected US, may therefore result in formation of novel associations. However, unblocking has also
been demonstrated on the basis of an unexpected flavor of food pellet that should otherwise elicit a
similar motor UR, calling this interpretation into question (Holland, 1988; Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller,
1997). This explanation also does not account for the outcome-selective PIT effects described earlier
(e.g., Delamater, 1995; Rescorla, 1999).
Theoretical Implications of Identity Prediction Errors
Findings that the unique sensory identity of a US can regulate learning as a distinct variable from
its value or timing are not well-accommodated by models that represent the US mainly in terms of its
value (i.e., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981). Taken together, the studies described
above suggest that the specific identity and temporal nature of an outcome may both be encoded
separately, as features distinct from motivational value, and individually drive new learning. Relatively few
models of associative learning successfully consider such a multifaceted nature of the US. Connectionist
neural network theories may offer a promising avenue. AESOP (Wagner and Brandon, 1989) theory
models such differences in learning as a function of the decay rates held by the stimuli, potentially
providing a mechanism for interval timing. Crucially, distinct dimensions of the US are also held to
differentially regulate various aspects of conditioned responding while developing at different rates. This
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model holds that associative learning must accommodate for “sensory” and “emotive” characteristics of
the US. These US features may describe qualitative identity and quantitative value, respectively.
Delamater (2012) provides another promising connectionist model for learning. This framework
suggests such that any number of distinct (but potentially overlapping) CS “units” come to associate with
a corresponding US through an intermediary “hidden unit” layer. Various excitatory and inhibitory
connections may form between CS units and hidden layer units, just as they may form between the
hidden layer and US output units. This refines the nature of discrete properties of CS-US associations,
explaining a variety of learning phenomena such as acquired equivalence or distinctiveness, patterning
discriminations, and ambiguous occasion setting, among others. Two characteristics of this model are
particularly important for a multidimensional approach to US learning. Firstly, unexpected US changes
may backpropagate along a given CS-hidden unit-US pathway to rapidly adjust connection weights.
Therefore, these pathways would be individually sensitive to PEs and could drive domain-specific
unblocking. Secondly, the “hidden unit” layer is by no means a homogenous series of CS inputs. Rather,
hidden units may be parsed across the sensory modalities available for activation by a given CS (audio,
visual, tactile, etc.). Furthermore, these units may converge upon an integrative “multimodal” pathway that
is also represented within the hidden layer. This may not only represent configurations of stimuli such as
an audiovisual compound, but also stimulus components such as timing. Hidden layer units may extend
to the US as well, allowing multimodal connections to activate US features such as identity, which would
be equally susceptible to PE learning due to backpropagation.
Neurobiology of Prediction Error Learning
It has become increasingly evident that learning can be driven by the timing and identity of a US
as well as its quantitative value, and that these US dimensions may be modulated separately. Of further
interest is how this distinction is reflected in the nervous system. A diverse body of research has pointed
to the separable involvement of various brain areas in encoding value, identity, or timing of reinforcement.
Some of these systems may exclusively reflect US features, while others may be involved directly in PE
learning.
Involvement of Dopamine in Prediction Errors of Value
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The midbrain, particularly the ventral tegmental area (VTA), is well-known for its involvement in
reward learning. This region contains a rich population of dopamine neurons, which have received much
attention for their role in PE learning. In one influential study, Schultz, Dayan, and Montague (1990) gave
monkeys a discrimination task whereby visual stimuli were periodically presented. One CS preceded
delivery of an intraoral juice reward, whereas the other did not. Throughout this task, neurons in the VTA
were recorded. When juice was delivered early in training (when reward was not reliably predicted), a
spike was observed in DA neuron activity. When reward was unexpectedly omitted, DA neurons
temporarily fell silent. Furthermore, the pattern of DA activity changed as training progressed. Early in
training, before CS-US associations were firmly established or predictions were maintained, the DA spike
occurred time-locked to the moment of expected US delivery. Later in training, DA spikes were timelocked to the onset of the predictive CS yet silent during the US.
While these landmark findings are largely constrained by their use of correlational recording
methods, some of the studies they motivated have painted a clearer experimental picture of the role of
DA-driven PEs. Steinberg et al (2013) used viral optogenetic methods to excite DA neurons in the VTA
during an appetitive blocking procedure. One classic interpretation of the blocking effect (e.g., Rescorla
and Wagner, 1972) suggests that no PEs are created when the novel (“blocked”) CS is introduced during
compound training. Under this view, learning towards the blocked CS (unblocking) would require
generation of PEs that would otherwise be absent. Therefore, if DA neurons code for PEs, activating
them during compound training should produce unblocking. Indeed, this effect was reported by Steinberg
et al (2013). This study also trained two more cohorts of rats on a simple CS-sucrose association. In one
of these experiments, this reward was omitted on every trial of a subsequent phase and DA neurons were
excited at the time of its expected delivery. Using this extinction procedure, the authors showed that rats
with this neural manipulation persisted in responding to the CS for much longer than did rats without this
manipulation. In another experiment, the same effect was observed when the liquid sucrose was switched
with plain water (a less valuable reward). This pattern of data crucially implies that DA neurons in the VTA
may code for PEs driven by changes in value that play a direct role in new learning.
Models of PE learning (i.e., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) and data from DA recording studies
(i.e., Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990) also suggest a “negative PE,” whereby unexpected reward
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omission results in a decrease of associative strength and DA activity, respectively. Chang et al (2016)
found experimental evidence for this system in DA neurons using viral optogenetic inhibition in a modified
“overexpectation” study. During a typical overexpectation procedure, subjects are separately trained on
two CS-US associations with the same reinforcer for each. Subjects are then trained with both of these
stimuli in a compound, which is then followed by the same reinforcer. Responding to either stimulus alone
is typically decremented, as subjects’ expectations of a larger reward are violated when the same reward
magnitude is actually presented. The Chang et al (2016) study modified the overexpectation procedure
such that during compound training, the compound stimulus did signal an increase in the quantity of
reward. Indeed, the expectations of control subjects were not violated and these rats maintained their
responding in the presence of either CS element. When VTA DA neurons were inhibited at the time of
reward expectation during compound training, however, responding to either CS was decreased. This
effect resembled those of typical overexpectation procedures, whereby the reward delivered is of a lower
quantity than expected. Thus, the study demonstrates that inhibition of DA neurons is sufficient to result
in negative PE-like effects.
While Steinberg et al (2013) demonstrated a sufficiency of VTA DA activation for unblocking, this
excitatory preparation may result in aberrant levels of DA release and not reflect an ordinary PE.
Considering this alternative, Aggarwal et al (2020) extended these findings to the necessity of inhibition in
the VTA for blocking to occur. In particular, GABA receptors in the VTA were deactivated with infusion of
bicuculline during the compound phase of a blocking procedure, and this produced unblocking towards
the novel stimulus. The same effect was observed when the authors activated Gi-DREADD inhibitory
receptors in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) during compound training. This data paints a picture of
excitatory NAc projections that may synapse upon GABA-ergic inhibitory neurons in the VTA to mediate
PE-driven learning. During presentation of a fully-predicted US, this pathway may selectively inhibit DA
neurons that would otherwise support new learning.
Involvement of Dopamine in Prediction Errors of Timing
Taken together, these studies (i.e., Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990; Steinberg et al, 2013;
Chang et al, 2016; Aggarwal et al, 2020) suggest that DA neurons may bidirectionally code for PEs and
that the blocking effect in appetitive conditioning tasks may rely on a suppression of activity in the VTA.
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The observation that unexpected reward delivery results in DA spikes, but unexpected reward omission
results in DA suppression (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990), is largely consistent with what would be
observed in these neurons if they code for a reward PE signal as described in behavioral models of PE
learning (i.e., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1990). Importantly, the timing of reward
delivery is also a crucial factor for DA activity. When rewards are delivered earlier or later than expected,
DA activity is silent at the time of expected reward delivery but quickly becomes robust at its new time of
delivery (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998).
These neurons are therefore involved in PEs that also reflect CS-US interval timing, a signal that
may be distributed to various time-sensitive regions in the brain (see Bermudez and Schultz, 2014). This
system of PE learning resembles that proposed by the TD model (Sutton and Barto, 1990), motivating
computational models of DA-driven PE learning (i.e., Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowski, 1996; Schultz,
2016). These are generally similar to TD models in characterizing the nature of associative learning,
albeit with more emphasis on its proposed biological analogue. In particular, Montague, Dayan, and
Sejnowsky (1996) propose a potential diversity of cortical inputs for regulating stimulus connection
weights. However, this cortical diversity is only formally represented by weights for each stimulus
involved. Similar to the PE models that preceded it, this view still represents the outcome as a fixed
variable for value, and does not address outcome features such as identity.
Incentive Salience – An Alternate Possible Explanation for Dopamine Function
One noteworthy feature of early DA recording studies (i.e., Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990)
is the finding that well-trained stimuli come to exclusively elicit DA activity that previously was elicited only
by their associated rewards. While this pattern of activity may be understood under a PE framework
(reflected by an increase in associative strength of the CS, and decrease in surprise towards the US), it
also suggests the alternative that DA activity elicited by a US may imbue its predictive CS with motivated
salience. This possibility has led some to propose “incentive salience” models of DA function, whereby
these neurons embed stimuli with motivated value (i.e., “wanting” a reward) that is relevant in choosing
the appropriate response. Incentive salience is proposed to function as distinct from PE learning or
individual hedonic enjoyment (i.e., “liking”) of reward (i.e., Berridge and Robinson, 1998; Berridge,
Robinson, and Aldridge, 2009). Some have also argued that DA activity elicited by a CS occurs too early
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in the trial to correspond with the US. Instead, DA release may reflect an increase in salience of CSelicited motor activity that preceded the US (Comoli et al, 2003; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006). These
incentive theories of DA function are also clinically relevant, as addictive behaviors are marked by a
gradual increase in “wanting” a reward despite little changes in “liking” it (Berridge and Robinson, 2016).
For example, Robinson et al (2005) knocked out the gene for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) (a crucial
precursor of DA) in mice. These subjects were trained in a choice t-maze task that separated between
consumption rate, correct choices and consummatory latency as measures of “liking,” “learning,” and
“wanting,” respectively. DA-deficient mice did not differ from those treated with L-DOPA in their rate of
consumption or correct choices, but were relatively impaired in their consummatory latency. This
“wanting” behavior was selectively rescued through L-DOPA injections. If DA were involved in any
reinforced learning processes, one would anticipate that the rate of increase in correct choice behavior
would be impaired in DA-deficient mice. This supports a distinction between “learning” and general
motivated “wanting” behaviors, with Robinson et al (2005) suggesting that DA may be preferentially
involved in the latter. Interestingly, a bidirectional (i.e., excitatory and inhibitory) dissociation between
“wanting” and “liking” has also been drawn between heterogeneous subgroups of opioid receptors in the
NAc shell (NAcSh) that depends on specific topographical location within the NAcSh and on opioid
receptor type (Mu, delta, or kappa) (Pecina, 2008; Laurent et al, 2012; Castro and Berridge, 2014). The
precise and likely multifaceted role of NAc DA inputs for these functions remains a topic of active study.
Insofar as DA function and reward are concerned, incentive salience and prediction error theories
are often viewed as being at odds with one another. The ways in which these different NAc systems may
interact with VTA DA to produce different aspects of motivated behavior such as “liking” and “wanting”
has received extensive coverage throughout the literature, and is a topic that largely falls outside the
scope of the current discussion. Still, it is important to note that the incentive salience framework typically
considers motivational functions of DA neurons (“liking” and “wanting”) as mutually exclusive from PE
systems or those generally involved in reward learning. One possible reconciliation is that DA may be
differentially involved in all these functions depending on brain region (i.e., NAc vs. VTA).
Furthermore, DA models of incentive salience generally emphasize the role of US-derived
motivation that becomes applied to preceding stimuli. This sort of motivation, reflected by an engagement
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in reward-seeking behavior and general interest in reward, would de facto require that DA neurons
primarily represent the US in terms of its incentive value and without any outcome-specificity. Therefore,
similarly to behavioral (i.e., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1990) and neural (i.e.,
Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowski, 1996) models of PE-driven learning, this view remains constrained by
a suggestion that the qualitative identity of a US is irrelevant to motivated behavior or the DA activity
involved. As described earlier, switches in US identity (i.e., Rescorla, 1999) and stimulation of DA
neurons (i.e., Steinberg et al, 2013) are sufficient to produce outcome-specific learning and unblocking.
Indeed, VTA DA may behave according to a “model-based” system, whereby context-specific qualities of
a US are processed in a more complex manner than by simply representing quantitative value (Takahashi
et al, 2017; Nasser et al, 2017). This contrasts with “model-free” cached-value US representations often
employed by TD (Sutton and Barto, 1981; Sutton and Barto, 1990) and DA (Montague, Dayan, and
Sejnowski, 1996) models.
Involvement of Dopamine in Prediction Errors of Identity
Furthermore, VTA activity corresponds with PEs driven by changes in the sensory content of
expected reward irrespective of value. Takahashi et al (2017), for example, recorded electrophysiological
activity of putative DA neurons in the rat VTA during a choice task whereby three odors were presented.
Two of these stimuli signaled availability of milk reward at either of two wells. The third signaled a free
choice between the two. Across blocks of training, this procedure allowed the authors to unexpectedly
change the flavor (identity) or quantity (value) of reward. VTA DA neuron activity was elevated during the
unexpected upshift in value, and suppressed during an unexpected downshift in value. This effect is
consistent with prior DA recording studies (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990). However, activity in
these VTA DA neurons was also increased during an unexpected change in reward flavor. Activity during
the flavor change correlated with the upshift and inversely correlated with the downshift. Importantly,
subjects did not differentiate between flavors on the basis of their overall motivated consumption of each
flavor or their performance during the task. Unexpected shifts in either reward value or identity are
therefore similarly able to drive activity in VTA DA neurons.
DA release in the VTA may be crucial for learning about unexpected changes in either reward
value or identity. Chang et al (2017) assessed the causal role of transient DA activity in PE learning by
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using viral-mediated optogenetics to suppress it during two unblocking tasks. In each experiment, a
“blocking” control group was pre-trained with one CS followed by two reward pellets. During compound
training, a novel redundant (“blocked”) CS was presented concurrently with the pre-trained CS and
followed by the same two pellets. This resulted in a typical blocking effect. For the first experiment, an
“unblocking” group received an upshift procedure whereby they were pre-trained with a single reward
pellet following US presentation but the subsequent compound CS signaled two pellets. For the second,
the unblocking group was pre-trained with a CS followed by two pellets of one flavor but the subsequent
compound CS signaled two pellets of a different flavor. As discussed earlier, both unexpected reward
upshifts and identity-shifts have been shown to produce unblocking (e.g., Kamin, 1969; Rescorla, 1999).
When DA activity in the VTA was suppressed during the time of expected reward delivery, however,
neither the upshift unblocking nor identity-shift unblocking groups substantially differed from their
corresponding control groups (which had received a standard blocking procedure) during probe tests of
responding to the blocked CS. Data from a preference test revealed no bias towards rewards of either
flavor (i.e., flavors were similarly valued).
These studies suggest that VTA DA neurons are sensitive to changes in outcome identity and are
required for US identity-regulated unblocking to occur. However, these findings do not consider whether
such effects invoke outcome-specific learning to the identity of reward. Keiflin et al (2019) addressed this
question by integrating a devaluation procedure into a blocking/unblocking study. When animals are
trained that a CS predicts a specific reward, but the motivational value of this reward is then reduced via
an association with satiety or illness (the reward is “devalued”), they generally respond less in the
presence of this CS than a CS paired with a non-devalued reward in a test with no rewards delivered.
This outcome-selective devaluation procedure, like outcome-selective PIT, only occurs when the CS can
evoke a detailed representation of its associated reward and requires subjects to discriminate between
stimuli on the basis of outcome identity (e.g., Colwill and Motzkin, 1994). Keiflin et al (2019) first verified
the capability of VTA DA neurons to drive unblocking with an upshift unblocking procedure. One group of
rats was pre-trained on a CS followed by one delivery of sucrose, and another CS followed by three.
During compound training, novel stimuli were presented in a compound with each pre-trained CS. Both of
these compounds were followed by three rewards. As reflected in response data during the probe test,
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one of these novel stimuli was blocked whereas the other was unblocked due to an upshift in signaled
reward value. Another group received largely the same preparation, except both pre-trained stimuli were
followed by three rewards and would therefore be expected to block both novel stimuli introduced during
compound training. However, VTA DA neurons in this latter group were optogenetically activated during
reward delivery following one of the compound stimuli. This selectively facilitated responding to the novel
CS in this compound, resembling the effects of upshift unblocking and partially replicating the findings of
Steinberg et al (2013).
However, Keiflin et al (2019) ran a crucial second experiment that was largely identical to their
first, but further subdivided each group such that half of the rats received devaluation of the sucrose
reward (in a separate phase, following compound training) while the other half did not. Regardless of
whether unblocking was produced through an upshift in reward or DA neuron stimulation, responding to
the unblocked CS was selectively reduced for rats that received sucrose devaluation. Responding to the
pre-trained CS (that was not previously paired with the unblocked CS) did not differ whether or not
sucrose was devalued, despite the fact that all trained stimuli were followed by the same reward. This
suggests that although VTA DA stimulation may engage the same value-driven system as upshift
unblocking, these treatments nevertheless resulted in outcome-specific associative processes.
Different VTA Systems are Involved in Different Domains of Prediction Error
One implication of Keiflin et al (2019) is that activated collections of DA neurons may come to
represent PEs in value that permit outcome-specific learning. How both value and identity are
represented in these neurons remains an active question, but one that was advanced substantially by
Stalnaker et al (2019). This study conducted microelectrode recordings of VTA DA neuron populations
during an odor-conditioned choice paradigm much like that described earlier (Takahashi et al, 2017),
whereby the value and flavor of a Kool-Aid reward was unexpectedly switched across blocks of training.
Changes in reward value (omission or addition of an unexpected reward), but not flavor, could be
predicted through a correlation analysis of single-cell and population average data. Ensemble population
data, however, was able to discern between switches in flavor but not in value. This procedure and its
findings were then replicated in an fMRI experiment surveying the human VTA. This suggests that while
individual DA neurons may primarily signal PEs of value, discrete patterns of DA activation may serve to
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discriminate between value-neutral changes in identity. In other words, identity PEs might drive patterns
of VTA DA neuron activation in the absence of any changes in firing rate, whereas value PEs might drive
firing rate changes in the absence of changes in VTA DA activation patterns.
The findings of Stalnaker et al (2019) therefore suggest that changes in reward identity may enlist
distinct ensembles of DA neurons. This process is conceptually similar to “engram” cell populations in the
hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex that are implicated in both encoding and retrieval of specific
memories and are well-characterized elsewhere (i.e., Redondo and Morris, 2011; Ramirez et al, 2013;
Denny et al, 2014; Josselyn, Kohler, and Frankland, 2015; Denny, Lebois, and Ramirez, 2017; Josselyn
and Tonegawa, 2020). The possibility that distinct and unexpected reward identities may recruit distinct
ensembles of VTA DA neurons in a similar fashion is an intriguing one that raises various questions. One
question in particular pertains to the encoding process (or lack thereof) of outcome-specificity in these
ensembles. In other words, do VTA ensembles each separately correspond to a specific identity of
reward? Or do reward identity PEs more generally recruit a wider range of neurons in the VTA to process
the learning event, irrespective of specific reward? The data of Stalnaker et al (2019) conforms to this
latter possibility, as these authors included a control condition whereby the flavor was unexpectedly but
only partially (for only one of the three expected reward deliveries) reversed. Relative to the complete
flavor reversal, only a very small subset of the neural ensemble data was related to this change. It is
unclear whether this reflected the single unexpected flavor (out of the three that were delivered), or if the
size of the ensemble corresponds with the size of the PE. Discerning between these possibilities warrants
further research and will be addressed later.
VTA Prediction Error Processing May Not be Specific to Dopamine
Another important question for VTA DA neurons in PEs of reward identity pertains to the true
nature of DA itself in this role. Many of the studies previously described have specifically identified and
targeted these cells either by checking the electrophysiological properties of “putative” DA neurons
against well-established criteria (i.e., Takahashi et al, 2017; Stalnaker et al, 2019) or by using TH-CRE
animals and CRE-dependent neuromodulatory agents such that excitatory or inhibitory treatments only
affect cells that are TH+ and thus likely dopaminergic (i.e., Steinberg et al, 2013; Chang et al, 2016;
Chang et al, 2017; Keiflin et al, 2019). Some landmark studies described the properties of neurons that
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lay in the monkey midbrain and therefore likely involve DA, but with no criteria to differentiate between DA
and non-DA neurons (i.e., Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998).
The VTA also contains a rich population of GABA neurons (Nasser et al, 2017) that are relevant
to suppression of PEs and the Blocking Effect (Aggarwal et al, 2020). These GABA neurons enter an
important feedback loop with the lateral habenula (LHb) (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2007; Stamatakis et
al, 2013). Stimulation of VTA GABA acts to suppress LHb activity and promote reward-seeking behavior
for self-stimulation (Stamatakis et al, 2013). The LHb also displays reduced activity during rewarded
correct trials relative to incorrect non-rewarded in a saccadic choice task, while the opposite pattern of
activity can be observed in the VTA (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2007). Experimental evidence for a
bidirectional PE signal of VTA DA neurons (e.g., Steinberg et al, 2013; Chang et al, 2016) may have
therefore resulted at least partially from this GABA signal. Taken together, these findings paint a more
complex picture of VTA-regulated reward learning than one that relies primarily on DA.
Additionally, more research is needed to distinguish between the role of DA signaling in PEs
driven by value or identity. Some of the studies described here (i.e., Chang et al, 2017; Keiflin et al, 2019;
Stalnaker et al, 2019) attempt to directly address this question. However, studies putatively identifying DA
neurons on the basis of their electrophysiological properties or selectively manipulating DA using THCRE-dependent mechanisms struggle to discount an alternative mechanism whereby reward identity PEs
may recruit greater and potentially non-dopaminergic neuron populations. In essence, it remains unclear
whether PEs of reward value or identity differentially recruit DA or non-DA systems.
Yet another possibility is that identity PEs occur as a derivative of sensory predictions that are
computed in other brain regions. In other words, separate regions may compute US features such as
identity, with this information factoring into the PEs that are computed in the VTA. Indeed, the VTA is
interconnected with a variety of other structures that are crucial for distinct aspects of associative learning
(Nasser et al, 2017). For example, Howard and Kahnt (2018) used fMRI on subjects engaged in an odor
discrimination task designed to elicit PEs of positive value, negative value, or value-neutral identity.
Downshift PEs were reflected in the amygdala and NAc, but not in the VTA. VTA activity, in contrast,
tracked both upshift and identity PEs. The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) exclusively responded to changes in
identity. Most importantly, identity-specific information was correlated between the OFC and VTA. These
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findings are interpreted as suggesting that VTA identity PEs facilitate outcome-specific US representation
in the OFC.
Orbitofrontal Cortex and Predictions of US Features Such as Identity
The findings of Howard and Kahnt (2018) may not be surprising given the other functions
currently known of the OFC, a region critical for flexible learning in the face of changing circumstances.
The OFC is well-known for its necessity in responding that appropriately reflects a reversal in
contingencies, but not for the acquisition that occurs prior (e.g., Jones and Mishkin, 1972; Gallagher,
MacMahan, and Schoenbaum, 1999; Bohn, Giertler, and Hauber, 2003; Schoenbaum et al, 2002). While
some have interpreted this as evidence for a role of the OFC in maintaining or adjusting representations
of US value, other findings suggest a greater role for model-based learning that updates and
discriminates between representations of outcome identity (for review, see Schoenbaum et al, 2011). For
example, the OFC is required for outcome-specific PIT to occur when the stimuli and manipulanda are
paired with rewards which only differ on the basis of their identity (Balleine, Leung, and Ostlund, 2011).
Critically, lesions of the OFC prevent unblocking when it otherwise would have occurred on the basis of
unexpected US identity, but not on the basis of value (McDannald et al, 2011). Furthermore, devaluation
of an outcome results in both reduced consumption of the outcome and reduced responding towards its
predictive CS. The OFC is specifically necessary for this latter CS-mediated effect (Gallagher, McMahan,
and Schoenbaum, 1999). This not only suggests a role of the OFC in CS-elicited representations of
outcome value. When interpreted alongside the findings that pre-training OFC lesions impair performance
after reversal learning but do not impact acquisition (e.g., Jones and Mishkin, 1972; Schoenbaum et al,
2002) or simple extinction learning (e.g., Burke et al, 2009; Schoenbaum et al, 2011), it seems that the
OFC is responsible for updating outdated US feature information. The selective PIT (Balleine, Leung, and
Ostlund, 2011) and unblocking (McDannald et al, 2011) data suggest that this information may be
primarily relevant to US identity.
McDannald et al (2014) conducted single-unit recordings of OFC neurons in rats trained in an
odor-conditioned unblocking paradigm. This study found that when stimuli added during compound
training signaled either an upshift in US value or a shift in US identity, both of these unexpected changes
were similarly capable of driving not only unblocking but single-unit recorded OFC activity as well.
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Interestingly, this may not necessarily indicate any role of the OFC in processing US value or identity.
Lopatina et al (2015) ran a similar unblocking study whereby the CS introduced during compound training
was either blocked or signaled an upshift or downshift in reward value. The upshift-associated CS
increased responding and the downshift-associated CS decreased responding relative to the redundant
blocked cue. Importantly, neurons recorded during compound training were all selectively activated during
either the upshifted, downshifted, or blocked CS. These neurons exclusively fired to one of these three
conditions and did not generalize between them. This is interpreted as evidence of a role for the OFC in
processing distinct reward features, irrespective of the feature in question (i.e., value or identity).
Another reward feature coded by the OFC may be relevance to current internal motivational
status. Mice have been found to perform more efficiently in an appetitive instrumental task when they are
given more restrictive daily feeding schedules, and that this effect relies on the OFC. Performance during
earlier training on this task, however, does not (Baltz et al, 2018). Therefore, general motivation might
drive learning rates, and this effect depends on the OFC.
Different components of the OFC may be differentially required for CS-elicited expectations of
specific outcome properties. For example, Gallagher, McMahan, and Schoenbaum (1999) demonstrated
that the lateral OFC is required for CS devaluation whereas Balleine, Leung, and Ostlund (2011) found
that the ventral OFC is critical for outcome-selective PIT. The OFC may therefore differentially imbue
predictive stimuli with feature-specific information regarding the US. The medial and lateral OFC have
also been implicated in goal-directed and habitual instrumental behavior, respectively (Turner et al, 2021).
Various opposing processes within the OFC may thus serve to finely-tune CS-elicited representations of
US properties.
The necessity of the OFC in reversal learning (e.g., Jones and Mishkin, 1972; Schoenbaum et al,
2002) and unblocking (McDannald et al, 2011) suggests a role for this region in PE-driven learning.
Indeed, one unifying quality of the reward features found to drive OFC activity by McDannald et al (2014)
is that they all pertain to a CS-elicited expectation of reward. However, OFC neurons also activate at the
beginning of a choice trial during expectation of a changed reward that has neither been experienced
during said trial nor during the immediately preceding trials (Stalnaker et al, 2014). Stalnaker et al (2018)
utilized a similar forced-choice task whereby reward value or identity were unexpectedly varied, and this
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version of the task allowed the authors to distinguish between OFC activity resulting from reward
anticipation and that resulting from delivery of an unexpected reward. This was achieved by recording
activity both before and during consumption of an unpredicted reward. Anticipation of reward prior to
consumption drove OFC activity, whereas consumption of an unexpected reward itself did not. This
occurred regardless of whether rewards were changed on the basis of reward value or identity. Stalnaker
et al (2018) interpret this data as suggesting a role for the OFC in feature-specific reward predictions, but
not in PE learning itself.
Basolateral Amygdala is Critical for CS-Elicited and Outcome-Specific US Expectations
Furthermore, the well-established role of the OFC in reversal learning (e.g., Jones and Mishkin,
1972; Schoenbaum et al, 2002) may not directly depend on activity in the OFC itself but rather on a
relationship between the OFC and the basolateral amygdala (BLA). Schoenbaum, Saddoris, and
Stalnaker (2007) note that encoding actually becomes less flexible in the OFC, but more flexible in the
BLA, during reversal learning and that this pattern of activity is disrupted following damage to the OFC.
Indeed, connections between these regions may be critical for US properties inferred by associated
stimuli or behaviors. Lichtenberg et al (2017) provides crucial evidence for this possibility. These authors
used a Gi-DREADD preparation to temporarily suppress activity specifically in projections between these
regions. Inactivation of projections from the BLA to OFC impaired outcome-specific PIT and selective
devaluation effects. This suggests that the BLA may provide the OFC with motivationally-relevant CS
information that drives downstream expectations of US properties. The BLA may therefore generate CSpaired encoding of US identity features before this information is projected to regions such as the OFC
(For review, see Wassum and Izquierdo, 2015).
The BLA serves a critical role in outcome-specific learning. This region is not necessary for
upshift unblocking when the quantity of reward pellets is simply increased during compound training, but
is required for upshift unblocking when the added reward is instead liquid sucrose (Chang et al, 2012).
The nearby central amygdala nucleus (CeA), in contrast, is required for downshift but not upshift
unblocking (Holland and Gallagher, 1993). Pickens et al (2003) observed that post-acquisition (but predevaluation) lesions of the OFC, but not the BLA, impaired devaluation of a single CS-US association. In
contrast, Johnson, Gallagher, and Holland (2009) have found that the BLA is actually necessary for
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selective devaluation effects when multiple reinforcers are used. This implies a role for the BLA not in
generally encoding the value of an outcome, but rather in encoding specific US representations (see also
Corbit and Balleine, 2005).
Previous work in our laboratory has extended these findings by demonstrating that outcomespecific BLA encoding occurs independently from any representation of interval timing. Rats were trained
on two stimuli that were 60 seconds long, and each CS was paired with each of two reward pellets
(differing only by flavor) that were delivered 20 seconds into their duration. Over the course of training,
responding gradually increased throughout the stimulus and peaked shortly before the time of anticipated
reward delivery. This peak timing function did not change in the presence of either CS when either reward
was subsequently devalued. Still, devaluation did result in a suppression of overall response rates to the
CS paired with the devalued reward. Pre-training BLA lesions abolished this effect, resulting in equivalent
rates of responding to both stimuli without impacting the peak timing function (Delamater et al, 2018).
The BLA may be especially important for upstream computations of outcome-specificity when
considering a double-dissociation with the nearby CeA. Corbit and Balleine (2005) devised a useful
variation of the PIT procedure whereby two levers were instrumentally trained prior to a Pavlovian training
phase whereby three CS-US pairings were presented. During the transfer test, these three CSs were
presented with the two levers present. In addition to selective PIT indicating outcome-specific learning
(Kruse et al, 1983), the stimuli presumably also invigorate motivationally-relevant (“general”) expectations
of a valuable reward. This can be assessed separately from outcome-specific learning via responding (on
either lever) to the CS that was not paired with the same reward as either lever. Corbit and Balleine
(2005) found that non-lesioned rats exhibit both outcome-specific and general PIT that is appropriate to
each CS presented. In contrast, rats with BLA lesions exhibited weaker outcome-specific PIT whereas
those with CeA lesions exhibited weaker general PIT. CS-elicited reward expectations may therefore rely
on a dynamic host of processes within the amygdala complex. The BLA and CeA may separately
represent the sensory characteristics or incentive value of stimuli, before integrating these properties and
projecting this relevant expectancy information to downstream regions such as the OFC.
Nucleus Accumbens is Involved in Outcome-Specificity, Motivation, and Timing of Dopamine
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Interestingly, the double-dissociation between the BLA and CeA (Corbit and Balleine, 2005) is
quite similar to a distinction identified in the NAc. The NAc shell (NAcSh) is required for outcome-specific
PIT whereas the NAc core (NAcC) is required for general PIT and stable instrumental response rates
(Corbit, Muir, and Balleine, 2001; Corbit and Balleine, 2011; Corbit, Fischback, and Janak, 2016). This is
suggestive of an important relationship between the BLA and NAc for outcome-specific learning. One
difference between these systems is that the BLA (Corbit and Balleine, 2005; Johnson, Gallagher, and
Holland, 2009) and NAcC (Corbit, Muir, and Balleine, 2001) are required for selective devaluation but the
NAcSh is not (Corbit and Balleine, 2011).
Substantial evidence has accumulated for the role of NAc DA signaling in general reinforcementmotivated behavior, integrating cost and effort with the value of reinforcement for determining whether the
animal should engage in the motor behavior required (Ikemoto and Panksepp, 1999; Salamone and
Correa, 2002; Salamone et al, 2003; Day and Carelli, 2007). Some evidence for this comes from studies
using a fixed-ratio schedule whereby rats must press a lever to continuously receive rewards. Inactivation
of the NAc reduces lever-pressing in this procedure but increases preferential consumption of freely
available but less-valuable lab chow (Salamone et al, 1991; Cousins, Sokolowski, and Salamone, 1993).
A specific subgroup of opioid receptors in the NAcSh may also be involved in hedonic enjoyment
of reward (Pecina, 2008; Laurent et al, 2012; Castro and Berridge, 2014). Such a role of the NAc in DAdriven incentive motivation, with a distinct but related opioid-driven process for hedonic “liking,” is
consistent with predictions made by Incentive Salience models of DA function (i.e., Berridge and
Robinson, 1998; Berridge, Robinson, and Aldridge, 2009). It is also possibile that incentive motivation
functions may primarily rely on the NAcC. Alternatively, there is also evidence to suggest that opioidmediated “liking” functions can be distinguished by the “palatability” and “desirability” of a US, which show
a double-dissociation at the levels of opioid circuits in the NAc and BLA (Wassum et al, 2009).
Whereas the NAcSh is required for outcome-specific PIT and the NAcC is not (Corbit and
Balleine, 2011), the NAcC is crucial for reward choice behavior when one of the rewards is more valuable
(Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2010) and may signal motivational drive towards reward-paired stimuli (Aitken,
Greenfield, and Wassum, 2016). Considering such evidence, one might suggest a dissociation whereby
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the NAcSh is involved in outcome-specific and reward feature-relevant processes while the NAcC is
involved in more general processes regulating value and effort for motivated behavior.
Furthermore, Aggarwal et al (2020) found that antagonization of GABA receptors in the VTA and
Gi-DREADD-mediated inhibition of the NAcSh both attenuate the blocking effect, suggesting an important
relationship between these regions for learning. Such a network has been implicated in PEs and may also
be critical for reward timing (see Joel, Niv, and Ruppa, 2002). Klein-Flugge et al (2011) surveyed human
brain activity using fMRI during a task whereby stimuli signaled reward with varying CS-US intervals.
Subjects were required to press a button at the time of expected reward. Using this procedure, it was
demonstrated that the VTA is sensitive to reward PEs of value and timing (conforming to predictions
made by TD models) whereas the NAc ramped up activity only as the trial approached the time of
expected reward delivery.
The fMRI data just described may suggest that the VTA receives signals from the NAc about the
expected reward delivery time. Takahashi et al (2016) has provided critical evidence for this possibility
using a Pavlovian odor-conditioned task in which the value and timing of reward were unexpectedly
changed. Recordings of VTA DA patterns replicated the temporal PE signal reported by Hollerman and
Schultz (1998): rewards that were fully-predicted did not drive a DA response, but an increase in reward
value or change in the time of reward delivery did. When the NAc was lesioned, however, VTA DA firing
still resulted from upshifts in value but could no longer be driven by unexpected changes in reward timing.
Appropriate reward timing may therefore rely primarily on the NAcSh, as it does not rely on the NAcC
(Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2010). McDannald et al (2011) also found that lesions of the NAc prevent
unblocking that would have otherwise occurred on the basis of either value or identity. The NAc may thus
be an important candidate for the value, temporal, and identity domains of reward PEs (also see Burke
and Tobler, 2016).
Dorsal Striatum is Involved in Reward Timing Behavior
The dorsal striatum (DS), composed of the dorsal caudate nucleus and putamen, is another
important region for interval timing. Recordings of DS neurons have revealed dynamic firing patterns that
seem to accurately track the precise time of an expected outcome, gradually rising across the interval and
peaking at the time of reward (Matell, Meck, and Nicolelis, 2003; Matell and Meck, 2004; Buhusi and
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Meck, 2005; Bermudez and Schultz, 2014; Mello, Soares, and Paton, 2015). Behavior of an animal
anticipating reward delivery follows this same peak function (e.g., Jennings and Kirkpatrick, 2006;
Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007; Mello Soares, and Paton, 2015), which can be assessed by delivering
an outcome at some point along the duration of a stimulus and measuring response rates leading up to
reward (the “peak procedure”). Meck (2006) found experimental evidence for the role of the DS in interval
timing by lesioning DA input neurons in this region before training animals on a peak procedure with one
reward delivered early and the other delivered late along a CS. These lesions prevented subjects from
appropriately timing their response rates, which peaked at the beginning of the CS and did not change
until its offset. In contrast to the results of Takahashi et al (2016), which found that NAc lesions impair
temporal PEs in VTA DA neurons, Meck (2006) also found that lesions of DA neurons in the NAc did not
impair interval timing. This suggests a dissociation between temporal PEs and interval-timed responding
at the level of the NAc.
Previous work in our laboratory sought to address whether the DS processes interval timing
distinctly from outcome-specific learning, and if this differs between the dorsomedial (DMS) and
dorsolateral (DLS) components. This was assessed by training rats in a peak procedure with two stimuli
that were paired with different rewards at a specific moment during their presentation, and subsequently
devaluing one of these rewards. Rats with an intact DS exhibited peak interval timing to both stimuli, but
with an overall suppression of response rates to the devalued CS. AMPA receptor antagonists and GiDREADD-mediated inhibition in the DS were both capable of preventing this selective devaluation effect
(i.e., responding was high in the presence of either CS) without impacting peak interval timing
(unpublished data). Interpreted alongside the results of Meck (2006), this suggests a physiological
dissociation between interval timing and outcome-specific learning in the DS; these domains may rely on
DA transmission or more general systems (potentially neuroplasticity or sustained activity), respectively.
Dorsal Striatum is Involved in Types of Instrumental Behavior
Another noteworthy aspect of our preliminary data is that this deficit in selective devaluation did
not differ on the basis of whether the DMS or DLS was impaired, though this finding is very preliminary.
Numerous studies have implicated these regions in different aspects of instrumental reward learning: the
DMS is necessary for outcome-specific and goal-directed behavior that is slow and inefficient but flexible
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to changing circumstances (Yin et al, 2005). The DLS, rather, is crucial for grouping together actions to
form rigid “habitual” behavior that is more efficient but less flexible (e.g., Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine,
2004; Barnes et al, 2005; Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine, 2006). Goal-directed and habitual behavior may be
directly opposing processes (e.g., Turner et al, 2021) differentially reliant on pathway and dopamine
receptor type (Bariselli et al, 2019; Garr and Delamater, 2020), although this dissociation may be
obscured by extended training (Vandaele et al, 2019). When responding is habitual, devaluation does not
result in the same response decrement that otherwise occurs to animals given less training (Robbins and
Costa, 2017). Therefore, one implication of these findings is that the DMS (e.g., Yin et al, 2005) but not
the DLS (e.g., Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine, 2004) should be required for devaluation to occur before
responding becomes habitual. This lies in contrast to our preliminary findings, which did not find a
difference between these regions in devaluation learning during a procedure that was instrumental yet
unlikely to produce habitual responding.
US Domain-Specific Prediction Errors in the Dorsal Striatum Are Largely Instrumental
There is also evidence to suggest that instrumental behavior and CS-signaled Pavlovian learning
both integrate outcome-specific information but do so via different physiological or neuroanatomical
pathways of the DS. The anterior DMS is required for devaluation effects in an instrumental task, whereas
the posterior DMS and DLS are required for devaluation effects in a Pavlovian task (Corbit and Janak,
2010). GABA-mediated inhibition in either the DMS or DLS during a PIT test also impairs outcomespecific responding, but only inhibition of the DLS disrupts general motivated responding to either lever in
the presence of a CS (Corbit and Janak, 2007). Importantly, reward PEs have also been observed in the
posterior DMS, but only in the context of specific actions that led to the PEs (Stalnaker et al, 2012). These
findings warrant further insight into how the DMS and DLS might differentially drive learning of outcome
identity or time, and whether these differences might be specific to instrumental behavior or extend to
Pavlovian reward learning as well.
Implications and Summary of Previous Findings
The findings described here suggest that US value, identity, and timing are all capable of driving
learning and that this learning can be outcome-specific. More research is necessary to elucidate the
particular roles that each of these US domains hold over associative learning and reward PEs, and
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whether changes in both domains reflect a PE that is cumulative (greater than the influence of either
domain alone) or binary (comparable to the influence of PEs from either domain alone). The experiments
presented here aim to unravel the importance of PE effects resulting from changes in reward identity
and/or timing domains and characterize how these PEs may be reflected in the nervous system.
In experiment 1, we addressed this question with a blocking/unblocking procedure whereby the
CS added during compound training signaled a switch in the anticipated timing and identity of reward.
This study also used a PIT procedure to assess outcome-specific learning. Furthermore, various brain
regions may be differentially responsible for encoding outcome identity and timing features of the US.
Some of these regions may allow the deduction of relevant information pertaining to a particular reward
attribute, while some may serve to integrate this information. Of interest is which regions encode domainspecific information specifically using PEs, and whether identity or timing PEs might differentially drive
widespread patterns of neural activity. In experiment 2, we addressed this question with an
immunohistochemical assay of brain activity in several regions of interest following a simple Pavlovian
task whereby the identity of reward was unexpectedly reversed. Importantly, activity in DA neurons
implicated in PEs (e.g., Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990; Steinberg et al, 2013; Chang et al, 2016)
was analyzed separately from more general neural activity. Our findings help elucidate the importance of
timing and identity PEs for driving new learning, and suggest that PEs are computed in ways that extend
beyond a simple reward value computation.

Experiment 1
Introduction
Some models of PE learning suggest that reward information is encoded primarily through its
value, using a single quantitative term reflecting associative strength (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972).
This is consistent with the PE-driven learning that occurs during upshift unblocking procedures (e.g.,
Kamin, 1969; Holland, 1984). However, studies have found that unblocking can also occur when a novel
CS introduced during compound training signals a change in the timing (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh,
1976; Barnet, Grahame, and Miller, 1993) or identity (Holland, 1988; Betts, Brandon, and Wagner, 1996;
Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997; Rescorla, 1999) of reinforcement. Changes in these sorts of US
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attributes have been shown to drive outcome-specific learning (Delamater, 1995; Rescorla, 1999). There
is also evidence to suggest that outcome-specific and temporal learning are distinct (Delamater and
Oakeshott, 2007).
We are interested in how the domains of US timing and identity drive learning and, in particular,
how they might interact to produce PEs. One way of addressing this question is by independently varying
the magnitude of PEs within either of these domains and compare the effects of these unexpected
changes relative to one another in a conventional blocking task. Experiments utilizing such comparisons
have revealed, for example, that the effect of unexpected US timing is comparable with the effect of
unexpected US value (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976) and that the magnitude of an aversive US
has a stronger influence on learning than its quantity (Bradfield and McNally, 2008). To our knowledge,
no appetitive studies have used such a preparation to compare the effects of US identity PEs with those
of US timing PEs. Establishing the relative importance of either of these US domains for PE-regulated
learning would be theoretically useful.
However, we were first inclined to ask whether violating both reward time and identity
expectations would be sufficient to produce unblocking. It is not currently established whether an
unexpected switch in both the timing and identity of a reward would result in PEs in an unblocking
procedure. Verifying this possibility will be prerequisite to any further inquiry into the relative contributions
that US timing or identity hold over learning during an unexpected switch in these domains. Furthermore,
we are interested in whether these cumulative PEs would allow outcome-specific learning towards the
stimuli. In other words, would an unexpected switch in the features of a US simply elevate responding to
the stimuli it was trained with? Or would this switch permit animals to discriminate between outcomes
when they otherwise would not? Rescorla (1999) provided evidence for the latter possibility, and remains
(to our knowledge) the only study assessing the influence of reward identity PEs on outcome-specific
learning using a blocking procedure. Delamater (1995) also assessed this using a selective contingency
degradation procedure which may have revealed identity PEs in contextual blocking. Here, we asked
whether similar effects might result from PEs driven by simultaneous changes in both the expected timing
and identity of reward. Since changes in either of these domains have been shown to independently drive
learning, we hypothesized that concurrently changing both of them would do so as well.
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We first trained rats to press two levers, each predicting either reward pellets or liquid sucrose.
During the second phase, the levers were made inaccessible, and subjects were given Pavlovian
acquisition training. Two stimuli (A and B) were periodically presented throughout this phase, and each
CS lasted a fixed duration of 60 seconds. Stimuli were each paired with either pellets or sucrose. Reward
was delivered 15 seconds after the onset of CS(A) (“early”) whereas the other was delivered at offset of
CS(B) (“late”). During the subsequent phase of compound training, novel stimuli (X and Y) were also
presented in compounds with A and B. For a control group (“block”), the AX and BY compounds
continued to be followed by the same rewards at the same times as with A and B alone. For another
group (“unblock”), however, the compound stimuli signaled the opposite reward at the opposite time from
each of their pre-trained elements. If the onset of A preceded the early delivery of a reward pellet during
pre-training, for example, the AX compound would be followed by a late delivery of liquid sucrose during
compound training. A and B continued to be intermittently presented in isolation and rewarded just as
they had been during acquisition training. During the subsequent test phase, the levers were once again
made available, and a series of outcome-specific PIT tests were administered whereby the blocked (X
and Y) stimuli were presented and their effects on instrumental response behavior was assessed.
Response data on either lever and rate of entry into the reward magazine were taken in the presence and
absence of these stimuli.
Experimental Procedures
Sample
Subjects were 64 naive Long-Evans rats, counterbalanced for sex and genetic background, bred
in our laboratory and derived from rats acquired from Charles River (Wilmington, Massachusetts, USA).
All rats were group-housed in clear plastic cages with dimensions of 42.0 cm long x 25.0 cm wide x 20.0
cm deep and equipped with stainless steel lids. Fresh water and LabDiet (St. Louis, MO) 5001 laboratory
chow was freely available to rats prior to being enlisted in the study. Once enrolled, chow intake was
reduced to daily feedings to maintain subjects at 85% their ad libitum feeding weight. Water remained
freely available throughout the study. Rats were handled and weighed daily prior to each experimental
session. All procedures were conducted in strict compliance with the Brooklyn College Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.
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Apparatus
All stages of training and testing were conducted in two identical sets of eight conditioning
chambers in two separate rooms of our laboratory located in Brooklyn College, as described previously
(Scarlet et al, 2012). The dimensions of these chambers were 30.5 cm long x 24.0 cm wide x 25.0 cm
deep. Chambers were enclosed in a fiberglass-insulated wooden outer shell that was resistant to external
light and sound. A fan connected to the outer shell provided ventilation and background noise (78 dB).
The end walls of each chamber were made of aluminum, and the front and rear walls and ceiling were
made of clear Plexiglas. The front wall was connected with hinges that allowed it to be opened and for
subjects to be inserted into the chamber. The floors were composed of stainless steel rods that were
each 0.6 cm wide and spaced 2.0 cm apart. Embedded in one of the aluminum end walls was a recessed
reward magazine measuring 3.0 cm long x 3.6 cm wide x 2.0 cm deep. An infrared emitter and detector
were attached to the sides of the front of the magazine, such that head entries would interrupt the beam
and produce response data. Occupying the space between the chamber and the outer shell, rubber
tubing was connected between the magazine and a pellet dispenser that could be activated to deliver two
grain reward pellets (TestDiet precision pellets, 5TUM, St. Louis, MO) into the magazine. Two smaller
wells were located in the middle of the magazine, one of which was connected via tubing that fed through
the outer shell and was connected to a solenoid valve that rested on its ceiling. This could be activated to
deliver 0.1ml of 20% sucrose (Domino) dissolved in water into the magazine. Also in the space between
the conditioning chamber and outer shell were a speaker that could be activated to produce a tone CS
(1500 Hz) and a relay mounted behind the food magazine that could be activated to produce a clicker CS
(4/s). Auditory stimuli were matched for volume (both were measured to be 82 dB). Located at the bottom
of the back wall was a 6-W light bulb that, when active, served as a flashing light CS (2/s). Located at the
top of the end wall, opposite from the magazine, was another 6-W light bulb shielded by a translucent
white sheet of plastic to diffuse the light emitted. This served as a steady light CS that completely
illuminated the chamber. The CS parameters described above were set using a series of oscillators
(Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, CA; BRS Foringer, Beltsville, MD; Grason-Stadler, West Concord, MA)
affixed to a rack that was located directly adjacent to the conditioning chambers. These settings were not
changed at any time throughout the experiment. Two lever manipulanda (4.0 cm wide) were located 3.0
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cm to the left and right of the magazine and 8.0 cm above the floor of the chamber. Levers were
permanently affixed to the end wall of the chamber but were made inaccessible to the animals by
covering them with sheet metal. Levers were only made available during instrumental training and PIT
tests. Stimulus delivery and data collection were integrated and controlled using an A-Bus interface
system (Alpha Products, Oxnard, CA). This was connected to a Microsoft (Redmond, WA) DOS computer
that was also located adjacent to the conditioning chambers. Software written in our lab using Basic was
loaded on this computer for administering all sessions throughout the experiment and collecting data.
Procedure
Magazine Training
Subjects were first given two days of magazine training, to familiarize them with comfortably
approaching the magazine and consuming the rewards presented within. These sessions were 40
minutes long, and divided into two 20-minute periods within which each of the rewards (pellets or liquid
sucrose, counterbalanced) were presented according to a 60-sec variable-time (VT) delivery schedule.
See table 1 for an experimental design summary.

Instrumental Training
On each day of the subsequent instrumental training, the sheet metal covering one of the levers
was removed and one of the rewards were delivered following presses of this lever. Subjects were then
given a second session whereby only the other lever was available, and presses of this lever resulted in
delivery of the other reward. Lever-reward contingencies were counterbalanced across all subjects. Every
day of instrumental training included both of these sessions, one with each lever. The order of sessions in
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which the left or right lever were trained was counterbalanced. Subjects were first given continuouslyreinforced training, and presses of the lever were freely reinforced until subjects made 50 rewarded leverpresses. Once all subjects reached this criterion, eight days of progressively-stricter instrumental training
were given using a variable-interval (VI) schedule of reinforcement. The first two days of this training were
administered according to a VI 10-second schedule, the next two were VI-30, and the final four were VI60. All VI instrumental training sessions had a duration of 20 minutes. Shaping was given to any animals
that failed to maintain a stable rate of lever-pressing by the end of instrumental training.
Pavlovian Acquisition Training
The levers were then covered in sheet metal as subjects began 24 days of Pavlovian Acquisition
training. Stimuli A and B were introduced during this phase, and each had a duration of 60 seconds. In
the presence of CS A (the “early” CS), one of the rewards (pellets or sucrose, counterbalanced) was
delivered 15 seconds into its duration. CS B (the “late” CS), rather, was followed by the other reward and
this was delivered at CS offset. The identities of CS A and B were either a flashing light and steady light,
or a tone and clicker. The modality of these stimuli was counterbalanced across two replications of this
experiment (n = 32 / replication), and the specific CS denoted as A or B within each modality was
counterbalanced across subjects. Sessions were 60 minutes long and included six separate
presentations of stimuli A and B, with an average intertrial interval (ITI) of four minutes (ranging from 2 to
6 min).
Compound Training
Subjects were then given 16 days of compound training. During this phase, stimuli X and Y were
introduced and primarily (all days except for 7 and 14) presented in compounds with A and B. The
specific stimuli designated as X and Y were counterbalanced across all subjects. The sensory modality of
X and Y was the opposite of A and B, and was counterbalanced across replications. AX and BY
compounds were each presented four times during the session. For group “Block,” these compounds
signaled the same identity and timing of reward as their pre-trained elements did during earlier Pavlovian
acquisition training. For example, if CS A signaled a pellet delivery 15 seconds into its duration,
compound AX would continue to do so as well. For group “Unblock,” the identity and timing of rewards
expected on the basis of the pre-trained element were reversed for both compounds. For example, if CS
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A signaled an early pellet delivery during pre-training, the AX compound would be followed by a late
sucrose delivery. Each session of compound training had a duration of 80 minutes and a mean ITI of four
minutes. Stimuli A and B also continued to be presented during these sessions (four presentations each)
and were followed by the same rewards at the same time as they had been during Pavlovian acquisition
training (for both groups). On days 7 and 14 of compound training, probe trials to test magazine
responding to the X and Y novel stimuli were interspersed throughout the session. To match session
duration with regular compound training, stimuli were presented for a different number of times: A and B
were presented and reinforced one time each, compounds AX and BY were each presented and
reinforced twice, and the non-reinforced X and Y stimuli were each presented four times.
Pavlovian-to-Instrumental Transfer (PIT) Tests
After compound training, the levers were once again made accessible to subjects and one day of
instrumental retraining under a VI-60 schedule was administered. The following day, subjects were
returned to the chambers with the levers available but no rewards were delivered. The goal of this single
extinction session was to partially extinguish responding to the levers and mitigate ceiling effects. The
next day, subjects were placed in the chambers with levers available for a PIT test that was 40 minutes in
duration. No rewards were delivered during the PIT test. For the first 8 minutes of this session, no stimuli
were presented to further attenuate baseline response rates on the levers. For the next 32 minutes,
stimuli X and Y (each 60s) were intermittently presented eight times each. These presentations were
separated by a 60s ITI. The order in which each CS was presented during each test was counterbalanced
across subjects. Three more PIT test sessions were then given over the following week, each preceded
by an additional day of instrumental retraining to maintain stable response rates. Once four PIT tests
were conducted, rats received six days of Pavlovian retraining with the compound stimuli. Two more PIT
tests were then administered, each preceded by another instrumental retraining session. Each day of
instrumental retraining consisted of two sessions, with one for each lever-reward pair. The order that
levers were retrained each day was counterbalanced.
Data Analysis
Response data on the magazine was collected and analyzed separately during Pavlovian
acquisition training, compound training, and X and Y probe trials (days 7 and 14 of compound training).
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Data from both magazine and lever responses were also collected during the PIT tests. Data was
organized and analyzed in Microsoft Excel. 2x2x2 factorial ANOVAs were separately conducted on
magazine and lever data collapsed over the PIT tests, with timing contingency (“early” vs. “late” stimuli),
group (Block vs. Unblock), response rates (responses per minute), and PIT score (same vs. different
lever) serving as factors. A significance criterion of P < 0.05 was adopted for all comparisons.
Results
Acquisition Training
Subjects quickly acclimated to the magazine, readily consuming both pellets and sucrose. By the
end of instrumental training, subjects maintained a stable rate of responding on either lever under VI-60
conditions. Pavlovian acquisition training proceeded without incident, and subjects quickly began
displaying greater responding to the magazine in the presence of either CS relative to the pre-CS
baseline period. Stimuli with differential reward timing contingencies were introduced during this phase,
and subjects quickly learned to discriminate between them. Subjects exhibited appropriate timing
functions of responding to either CS: In the presence of CS A (the “early” CS rewarded 15 seconds in),
responding was substantially elevated and peaked approximately 15 seconds into its duration (when
reward was delivered) before quickly declining thereafter. When CS B (the “late” CS rewarded at offset)
was present, responding was initially low but gradually increased throughout the trial and remained high
until CS offset (Figure 1). This suggests that subjects encoded the precise time of reward delivery for
each CS, and could guide their responding appropriately. Another implication of this data is that both
rewards were readily capable of exerting a motivational influence on their paired stimuli; on this basis, it is
unlikely that the animals preferentially valued either reward.
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Compound Training
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During compound training, the addition of novel stimuli X and Y did not disrupt prior conditioning
or timing to A and B. Both pre-trained elements as well as both compounds elicited high rates of
responding. By the end of compound training, predictive timing was maintained: For both groups, the A
and B stimuli continued to elicit robust responding that peaked at either the beginning or end of their
presentation, respectively. Timing was also flexible: for group “Block,” which had not received any
changes in reward timing across phases of training, compounds AX and BY elicited response patterns
that were nearly identical to those driven by A or B (Figure 2A). For group “Unblock,” however, AX elicited
responding similar to B whereas BY elicited responding similar to A (Figure 2B). Therefore, the time of
reward following each compound was readily encoded even when an element of these compounds was
previously trained with a different timing contingency. It is apparent that the reversal did not impair either
motivated responding or appropriate timing to the stimuli.
Magazine response data was analyzed from the X and Y (“blocked” stimuli) probe trials that were
interlaced with compound training (Figure 3). This data suggests an overall bias in responding towards
the blocked CS associated with an earlier reward delivery, and that responding to either blocked CS was
slightly higher for group “Unblock” than for group “Block.” Neither of these trends reached significance,
however (P > 0.05).

PIT Tests
Data from the PIT tests were averaged across the six test sessions and analyzed separately for
responding on the magazine and levers. The timing of magazine responding throughout each trial
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remained relatively accurate to the temporal contingencies that the blocked stimuli were trained with:
Responding to the CS paired with earlier reward peaked at the beginning of the CS and declined shortly
thereafter (Figure 4A), whereas responding to the CS paired with a later reward remained constant
throughout the trial (Figure 4B). Note that the PIT tests were run under extinction conditions whereby no
rewards were delivered, accounting for the low overall levels of magazine responding. Subjects
responded significantly more to the CS paired with an early reward than with a late reward (F(1, 58) =
5.87, p = 0.019). Critically, significantly higher responding was exhibited by group “Unblock” than group
“Block” towards either of the blocked stimuli (F(1, 58) = 6.44, p = 0.014). This effect persisted when
response rates to X and Y were combined (Figure 4C).

The data of most interest comes from lever response rates during the PIT test. In the presence of
either blocked CS, subjects responded preferentially on the lever that was paired with the same reward
as was paired with the CS being presented (F(1, 62) = 24.90, p < 0.0001). Critically, although all subjects
displayed outcome-specific learning, group “Unblock” exhibited significantly greater responding to these
stimuli overall than did group “Block” (F(1, 62) = 4.04, p = 0.049; Response x Group interaction) (Figure
5). This suggests that unexpectedly reversing the identity and timing of a US in the presence of a blocked
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CS during compound training produced unblocking, and that this is reflected in a higher magnitude of
outcome-specific learning. This effect held whether response rates to X or Y were analyzed separately or
if they were combined.

Discussion
We trained rats on a blocking/unblocking procedure whereby, for one group, compound stimuli
were unexpectedly followed by a reward with timing and identity characteristics opposite of those which
were anticipated on the basis of each pre-trained element. This reversal during the compound training
phase produced greater learning to the added CSs compared to when the outcomes and their times were
not reversed. Importantly, the evidence of selective PIT effects suggests that this greater learning in
group “Unblock” was specific to the particular outcomes that followed each CS (see also Kruse et al,
1983). The presence of such outcome-specific learning suggests that all subjects encoded the distinct
identities of each US, and that this was an encoded property of the relationship between the blocked
stimuli and their associated rewards.
Because the reward was switched to one with completely different physical properties (pellets vs.
sucrose), and the “waiting period” prior to reward delivery following each CS differed four-fold, one might
be tempted to argue that this treatment was a fairly extreme deviation in the underlying CS-elicited
expectations formed during Pavlovian acquisition training. Indeed, such an interpretation would also
explain the bias we observed towards the stimuli paired with an “early” reward. This may be consistent
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with some very general ideas formalized by Kamin (1969) regarding the importance of some “surprising”
nature of the US in driving learning. Despite the rather substantial change during compound training from
what was previously expected by group “Unblock,” we did not explicitly manipulate the value of reward in
any meaningful way during this phase. Because reward value remained consistent with prior
expectations, some influential theories of associative learning (i.e., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) are
unable to explain our results. In the absence of changes in value, any quantitative representation of
associative strength assigned to a US under such theories would not have been affected.
Therefore, the possibility that the reward types used in this study are valued differentially by rats
is one worth taking seriously. It may be viewed as problematic that we did observe a small but
significantly higher rate of responding towards the CS paired with sucrose during Pavlovian acquisition
training (data not shown). However, there are multiple arguments against the possibility that this was due
to any difference in preference or value towards the sucrose.
First, prior observations in our laboratory (that have reflected a very similar extent of pelletssucrose discrepancy) have suggested that these two rewards elicit fairly different CRs: Upon delivery of a
pellet reward, rats often insert their snout into the magazine to retrieve the pellet prior to consuming it
outside of the magazine. When sucrose is delivered to the magazine, in contrast, rats are physically
required to keep their head in the magazine until they finish consuming it. This difference in the response
patterns, obligated by differences in the physical nature of each reward, generally account for biases in
magazine data towards sucrose. Indeed, this bias was not evident during the PIT test wherein no rewards
were delivered to the magazine (data not shown). This leaves open the alternate possibility that
differences in elicited CRs, rather than US identity itself, drive new learning (Blaisdell, Denniston, and
Miller, 1997). As discussed earlier, however, unblocking has also been demonstrated on the basis of
reversals in the flavor of reward pellets that would otherwise produce the same CRs (Holland, 1988), a
finding that is also consistent with our results. This suggests that the change in US identity itself, rather
than the CRs evoked, was likely a more prominent contributor to the unblocking effects described above.
Finally, Colwill and Rescorla (1985) observed the same bias towards sucrose in an instrumental
paradigm, but went on to demonstrate that sucrose and pellets were comparable in their sensitivity to
devaluation effects. Sucrose that was devalued elicited a higher rate of responding than pellets that were
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devalued, suggesting that the difference between valued and devalued rewards were similar. The
similarity in this difference may be interpreted such that pellets and sucrose possess a similar degree of
non-devalued incentive value relative to that when the rewards are devalued. These findings provide
critical evidence that rats value pellets and sucrose similarly, or at a minimum, that outcome-specific
learning is unlikely to reflect slight differences in value between these rewards.
Finally, it is worth noting that by the end of compound training, both groups had received
equivalent exposure to both rewards and both timing contingencies. Therefore, any differences in learning
could not be attributed to novelty effects or any other motivating properties driven by training and not
intrinsic reward qualities. Because each distinct reward and timing contingency were both being
concurrently experienced during the same sessions, it is highly unlikely that the preferential value of
either reward was selectively increased following the reversal.
Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh (1975) demonstrated unblocking on the basis of postponing a
footshock that was otherwise expected. This temporal unblocking effect may be viewed as consistent with
the results reported here. However, this study was run entirely with a between-groups design; in other
words, subjects that demonstrated unblocking had received a postponed footshock during compound
training and had not previously received this schedule of shock delivery paired with any CS. Therefore,
these authors did not discount the possibility that surprise-induced novelty effects had driven unblocking.
As described earlier, our data is in conflict with this explanation since rats in our study received equivalent
exposures to “early” and “late”-rewarded stimuli during all phases of training.
Barnet, Grahame, and Miller (1993) also demonstrated temporal unblocking, but did so through a
switch in whether the CS-US relationship was simultaneously or forward-paired. This directly reflects a
difference in the very nature of the relationship between the CS and US. Our study contributed to these
findings by demonstrating that, at least when accompanied by a switch in reward identity, such a
substantial shift in types of predictive information is not necessary to drive learning. Both of the temporal
parameters we used required peak interval timing within each CS. Therefore, the specific time interval
encoded between CS onset and US delivery and the overlying CS-US temporal relationship may be
independent features of reward timing and might both be capable of facilitating learning. Furthermore,
Jennings and Kirkpatrick (2006) found evidence for a possible dissociation between interval timing that
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regulates learning versus within-trial peak expectancy timing. Under our procedure, rats continued to
exhibit peak response timing that was appropriate throughout all stages of training and testing. Our data
may therefore be consistent with the dissociation reported by Jennings and Kirkpatrick (2006) by
demonstrating that switches in the timing of anticipated reward do not interfere with the timing of
response patterns, which instead adapts readily to the new interval.
Although our results do not conform to value-specific reward prediction error theories of learning,
switches in both the identity and timing domains of anticipated reward are still fundamentally unexpected
(I.e., reflecting a PE process) and can evidently drive new learning. This suggests that for any theories of
learning to be compatible with our results, they must utilize a PE term similar to those of existing
frameworks (i.e., those that posit PE learning as being driven by discrepancies in the outcome expected
and that actually received), but one that can accommodate for unexpected shifts in multiple valueless
domains. TD models (Sutton and Barto, 1990), for example, are capable of explaining PE learning on the
basis of value and timing, but do not factor outcome identity into the equation. Delamater and Oakeshott
(2007) provide some evidence that these domains are encoded distinctly and may be independently
susceptible to learning phenomena such as reconsolidation. Our data suggests that, at least when
changed at the same point during training, these domains are also subject to PE learning. Theoretical
models of associative learning must take this into account to fully explain the nature of PEs.
Connectionist neural network models may be more readily capable of explaining our results.
Namely, Delamater (2012) proposes a series of pathways between US “units” and “hidden layer units”
that can correspond with potentially-innumerable US characteristics and are equally liable to
backpropagation that would result in identity-specific PEs. Discriminating between these options requires
a finer understanding of the specific network changes invoked by changes in specific domains such as
identity and timing. Nonetheless, it is of great interest whether identity-driven or temporal PEs are equal in
their “surprising” potential to drive new learning, or whether changes in these domains are differentially
capable of modulating associative strength. This warrants a series of future studies whereby the
differences in rewards along a particular domain are carefully adjusted, with the ultimate goal of
elucidating the minimum differences in each domain that are required to produce PEs. Moreover,
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switches in either of these domains may be differentially manifested in different aspects of conditioned
behavior.
The findings of Experiment 1 suggest that delivery of an unexpected US identity may account, at
least partially, for the presence of unblocking effects. While this has been demonstrated previously
(Holland, 1988; Betts, Brandon, and Wagner, 1996; Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997; Rescorla,
1999), only one other study (to our knowledge) did so in an appetitive procedure and demonstrated
outcome-specific learning (Rescorla, 1999).The findings of this study differed from ours in one critical
manner that is worth addressing. Rescorla (1999) unexpectedly reversed US identity (but not timing) and
found that the stimuli introduced during compound training actually remained blocked throughout the
experiment, as reflected in both magazine entry and lever response data during the PIT test. Neither of
these measurements differed significantly from responding during the pre-CS period. Crucially, however,
rats that had received the unexpected identity switch exhibited an outcome-specific PIT effect (“same” >
“different” lever-pressing behavior), despite response rates on either lever not differing from baseline. Our
study, in contrast, produced unblocking on both magazine and lever measurements but also
demonstrated that the learning involved was outcome-specific. Therefore, this outcome-specific
unblocking effect may have occurred because our manipulation of timing may have supplemented the
identity reversal and produced unblocking that would not otherwise have occurred. Taken together, it
seems that unblocking and outcome-specific learning may be more readily produced by switches in the
temporal and identity domains of reward, respectively. Unblocking is assessed through overall rates of
responding to an otherwise-blocked CS, and therefore, may reflect a more generalized intrinsic state of
motivation to respond. Our data points to learning that was simultaneously unblocked and outcomespecific, potentially arguing against this possibility.
One could also point to the fact that responding to the blocked stimuli under probe conditions in
Experiment 1 (interspersed throughout compound training) did not reflect unblocking, whereas it did
during PIT testing. This change may reflect some requirement of extended compound training for
unblocking to occur. Indeed, Rescorla (1999) only administered four days of compound training with
reward identity switched, whereas we administered 16 days of compound training. Whether switches in
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different domains of a US during a blocking study require different amounts of subsequent compound
training for unblocking to occur is an interesting possibility that warrants further study.
There is also the possibility that producing temporal and identity PEs concurrently may have
invigorated some interaction between general motivated PEs (unblocking) and outcome-specific learning
(PIT effects) that enabled expression of both behaviors in Experiment 1. This would explain the difference
between our findings and those demonstrating outcome-specific effects in the absence of unblocking
(Rescorla, 1999).
Interestingly, a plausible neurobiological analogue for such functional dissociations (between the
general value and outcome-specific identity of reward) have been identified in the amygdala complex
(Corbit and Balleine, 2005) and the nucleus accumbens (Corbit and Balleine, 2011). Systems within each
of these regions may serve to integrate information pertaining to different reward dimensions, resulting in
multifaceted behavior such as the identity-driven and outcome-specific unblocking effects reported above.
Furthermore, these neural systems only comprise a small part of a dynamic network responsible
for the effects described above. Some functional “nodes” in the brain may facilitate learning of specific
reward attributes such as value, identity, or timing, whereas others may integrate these attributes into
computations for PE-driven learning. Whether brain areas involved in coding reward attributes function in
series or in parallel with those involved in PEs remains a topic for further research. We are interested in
how different brain regions may cooperate to simultaneously process PEs in discrete domains of reward,
while driving effects of domain-specific PE learning such as those reported earlier. We addressed this
question by surveying activity across numerous brain regions relevant to learning following induction of a
simple reward identity PE. This served the basis for Experiment 2.

Box 1: Reminder of abbreviations used throughout this article. PE: Prediction error; US:
Unconditioned stimulus; CS: Conditioned stimulus; UR: Unconditioned responding; CR: Conditioned
responding; PIT: Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer test; ITI: Intertrial interval; TD: Temporal difference
(models of learning); VT: Variable time (schedule of reinforcement); VI: Variable interval (schedule of
reinforcement); p-rPS6: Phosphorylation of ribosomal proteins at serine carboxy-terminals 6 (sometimes
shortened to PS6); DA: Dopamine, TH: Tyrosine hydroxylase; GABA: Gamma amino-butyric acid; VTA:
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Ventral tegmental area; OFC: Orbitofrontal cortex, BLA: Basolateral amygdala; CeA: Central amygdala;
DS: Dorsal Striatum; DMS: Dorsomedial striatum, DLS: Dorsolateral striatum; NAc: Nucleus accumbens;
NAcSh: Nucleus accumbens shell; NAcC: Nucleus accumbens core; LHb: Lateral habenula; mTORC:
Mamallian target of rapamycin complex; PB: Phosphate buffer; PBS: Phosphate-buffered saline.

Experiment 2
Introduction
As described earlier, US identity and timing prediction errors are likely distinct and independently
capable of driving learning (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976; Holland, 1988; Barnet, Grahame, and
Miller, 1993; Delamater, 1995; Betts, Brandon, and Wagner, 1996; Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997;
Rescorla, 1999; Jennings and Kirkpatrick, 2006; Delamater and Oakeshott, 2007). The results of
Experiment 1 suggest that simultaneous changes in both identity and time US features are sufficient to
drive PE learning. For Experiment 2, we asked how identity PEs are processed in the nervous system.
Various brain structures have been identified that are either directly involved in PEs, process specific
attributes of the US such as its identity or timing, and/or invoke outcome-specific learning. We are
interested in how these numerous systems might work together to form the domain-specific PEs that are
generated during compound training of a blocking/unblocking study.
VTA DA neurons have long been implicated in PEs. Recordings of these neurons have revealed
PEs of both unexpected reward presence or absence (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990) and timing
(Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). Bidirectional activation of these neurons has been shown to result in
positive (Steinberg et al, 2013) and negative (Chang et al, 2016) PEs, and disinhibition of this activity
(through GABA suppression) attenuates the blocking effect (Aggarwal et al, 2020). This activity pattern
has been interpreted as consistent with a role for DA in PE learning as described by TD models (Sutton
and Barto, 1990; Schultz, 2016). It remains a topic of active research whether these results reflect a role
of DA neurons in PE learning or motivational salience (Berridge and Robinson, 1998; Robinson et al,
2005; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006). There are two alternative possibilities that may reconcile these
competing arguments. First, there is evidence that VTA DA neurons are involved in (Takahashi et al,
2017; Howard and Kahnt, 2018) and required for (Chang et al, 2017; Keiflin et al, 2019) outcome-specific
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learning driven by unexpected changes in reward identity. This suggests that insofar as PE-related
mechanisms are invoked, VTA DA neurons may be involved in US identity learning in addition to or
instead of US value. Secondly, DA neurons may independently signal reward value PEs, but form
discrete neuronal ensembles which come to represent reward identity (Stalnaker et al, 2019).
Still, the studies described here have not adequately controlled for the possibility that a
multifaceted neural circuitry within the VTA, and the rich population of DA neurons within this region, are
differentially involved in PE or non-PE learning of US identity or timing. This possibility is worth
investigating, as non-DA systems connecting the VTA with the NAc and LHb have been implicated in
modulating the magnitude and valence of PEs (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2007; Stamatakis et al, 2013;
Aggarwal et al, 2020). In essence, we are wondering whether VTA DA or non-DA systems are
differentially involved in PE or non-PE learning when US identity PEs occur.
Another region of interest is the OFC, which is sensitive to changes in US identity (Schoenbaum
et al, 2011; McDannald et al, 2014; Howard and Kahnt, 2018) and is required for outcome-specific
behavior (Gallagher, McMahan, and Schoenbaum, 1999; Balleine, Leung, and Ostlund, 2011) and
unblocking (McDannald et al, 2011). This may not reflect PEs, but rather relevant internal predictions
(Stalnaker et al, 2014; Stalnaker et al, 2018) over discrete neuronal ensembles that encode distinct US
features (Lopatina et al, 2015). Different subregions of the OFC may be involved in outcome-specific
learning depending on whether it involves changes in outcome value (Gallagher, McMahan, and
Schoenbaum, 1999; Balleine, Leung, and Ostlund, 2011; Turner et al, 2021). This warrants further
investigation into how US identity predictions may differentially recruit these regions.
Projections from the BLA to the OFC (Lichtenberg et al, 2017) and integrity of the BLA itself
(Johnson, Gallagher, and Holland, 2009; Delamater et al, 2018) are also critical for outcome-specific
behavior. This region is also required for upshift unblocking, but only when the upshift is accompanied by
a violation of outcome-specific expectations (Chang et al, 2012). In contrast to the BLA, the nearby CeA
is required for general motivated approach behavior (Corbit and Balleine, 2005). The NAcSh and NAcC,
respectively, exhibit a very similar distinction (Corbit, Muir, and Balleine, 2001; Galtress and Kirkpatrick,
2010; Corbit and Balleine, 2011; Aitken, Greenfield, and Wassum, 2016). This may reflect an opponent
process in pathways between the BLA and NAcSh versus the CeA and NAcC that may serve to integrate
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and refine representations of various US dimensions. NAc activity is also required for blocking to occur
(Aggarwal et al, 2020), suggesting a role for this region in modulating PEs. The NAc is also critical for
temporal PEs, as lesioning this region prevents appropriate temporal PE coding in the VTA (Hollerman
and Schultz, 1998; Takahashi et al, 2016; Burke and Tobler, 2016). Importantly, unexpected changes in
US timing drive activity in the human NAc (Klein-Flugge et al, 2011).
Another region critical for US timing and expectancy is the DS. This region precisely tracks the
time of predicted US delivery (Matell, Meck, and Nicolelis, 2003; Matell and Meck, 2004; Buhusi and
Meck, 2005; Bermudez and Schultz, 2014; Mello, Soares, and Paton, 2015), and striatal DA inputs may
be required for accurate timing (Meck, 2006). Non-DA systems in the DS, in contrast, may be crucial for
outcome-specific behavior (unpublished data). Different subregions of the DS have also been proposed to
bidirectionally modulate the flexibility of instrumental behavior (Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine, 2004; Barnes
et al, 2005; Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine, 2006; Bariselli et al, 2019; Garr and Delamater, 2020; Turner et
al, 2021). There is evidence that the DS may be involved in outcome-specific PE learning, but only in
regards to instrumental behavior that is involved (Corbit and Janak, 2007; Corbit and Janak, 2010;
Stalnaker et al, 2012). Whether the same pattern holds true for PE learning of various specific US
attributes, such as timing or identity, is a question that warrants further research.
For the reasons described above, we hypothesize that any combination of these regions may
facilitate PE learning driven by domains such as reward timing or identity. Such networks may be
differentially invoked during a learning episode whereby these domains are independently switched.
Some studies have previously attempted to characterize the neural basis of reward identity PEs during
initial presentation of the unexpected reward (e.g., McDannald et al, 2014; Stalnaker et al, 2018; Howard
and Kahnt, 2018; Stalnaker et al, 2019). However, few studies have analyzed network activity distributed
across multiple implicated regions during such a learning episode.
The questions raised above warrant a simple procedure that isolates domain-specific PEs during
an unexpected switch in reward properties, as would occur during the compound training phase of an
unblocking study, while observing simultaneous activity across several regions. Initially focusing on US
identity, this was our goal with Experiment 2. Future experiments can begin to explore reward timing PEs
and/or value PEs using the methods we employ here. We first trained rats to associate two stimuli with
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either a pellet or sucrose reward. During a test session, these Pavlovian contingencies were either kept
constant or unexpectedly reversed. Animals were sacrificed immediately after this test, and brain activity
was surveyed across various regions using immunohistochemical staining techniques for phosphorylation
of ribosomal protein S6 (p-rPS6). For the reasons described above, we targeted the VTA, OFC, BLA,
NAc, and DS. Importantly, we also stained for TH+ neurons that were subject to colocalization analysis
with p-rPS6. In other words, overlap between p-rPS6+ and TH+ neurons could be assessed, and this
overlap was used to establish neurons that were both DA-ergic and activated during the test session. This
allowed us to distinguish between activity in DA neurons and more general activity.
Phosphorylation of ribosomal proteins at serine carboxy-terminal 6 (p-rPS6) in cytoplasmic mRNA
has been successfully used as an activity-dependent marker to quantify cell activity in numerous
pharmacological and behavioral studies and is influenced by treatments ranging from physiological
perturbations to elicitation of appetitive or aversive URs (Biever, Valjent, and Puighermanal, 2015). prPS6 is also invoked by novel environment exposure and induction of long-term potentiation (Pirbhoy,
Farris, and Steward, 2016) and has been used to survey activity in striatal cholinergic interneurons
(Bertran-Gonzalez et al, 2012; Matamales et al, 2016). To our knowledge, however, no previous studies
have used p-rPS6 to assess brain activity during associative learning phenomena. Still, this approach
presented advantages over popular markers of activity such as c-Fos or ARC.
First, these proteins are phosphorylated selectively in cells activated by some event, making them
an activity-dependent marker of cell behavior. This occurs throughout a wide variety of cell types
distributed throughout not only much of the nervous system but many other complex tissues in the body
as well (Knight et al, 2012; Xu et al, 2015). This mechanism is epigenetic (see Sweatt, 2013) and may be
comparable across many species. For these reasons, p-rPS6 may be activated in a consistent way
across brain regions.
Secondly, p-rPS6 is activated along a complex intracellular signaling pathway that concurrently
invokes mitogen-activated protein kinase, protein kinase alpha, and mammalian target of rapamycin
complex (mTORC). This pathway is fundamental to synaptic neurotransmission and evoked in a
substantial amount of neural activity (Knight et al, 2012). In particular, while evidence has accumulated
for the role of mTORC in a wide variety of neuronal functions (e.g., Zhou, Luo, and Huang, 2010; Zhu et
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al, 2018; Brandt et al, 2018; Kosillo et al, 2019), many of these studies actually immunolabeled p-rPS6+
neurons as a direct proxy of mTORC activity. Therefore, p-rPS6 activation likely reflects a variety of
activity-dependent intraneuronal functions.
Most importantly, we immunolabeled for p-rPS6 because it reflects neuronal activity along a more
continuous and flexible domain than markers such as c-Fos or ARC. Because p-rPS6 occurs in the cell
cytoplasm, rather than the nucleus or dendrites, p-rPS6 can be used to quantify neuron-specific activation
intensity. c-Fos, in contrast, can only be quantified through discrete cell-counts that may not fully reflect
certain patterns of neuronal activity. Our study takes the innovative approach of using this marker to
assess associative learning. For the reasons just described, we believe p-rPS6 may represent a
promising approach for activity-dependent labeling studies of learning phenomena, despite being a
relatively novel procedure in this paradigm.
Experimental Procedures
Sample
Subjects were 16 Long-Evans rats, bred in our laboratory and derived from Charles River,
counterbalanced for sex and genetic background. Housing and food-restriction protocol were identical to
that described in Experiment 1. All procedures were conducted in strict compliance with the Brooklyn
College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Apparatus
The conditioning chambers used were identical to those described in Experiment 1, with the
exception that in Experiment 2, only eight of these chambers were used. The lever manipulanda were
covered by sheet metal and were inaccessible throughout the experiment. The pellet dispenser and
sucrose solenoid were both used for reward delivery. Only the tone (1500 Hz, 82 dB) and flashing light (8
W, 2/s) stimuli were activated throughout the experiment.
Procedure
Magazine Training
Magazine training was conducted in an identical manner to Experiment 1.
Pavlovian Acquisition Training
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See table 2 for experimental design. Subjects received 16 days of Pavlovian acquisition training,
whereby two stimuli (tone or flashing light, counterbalanced) each preceded delivery of either reward type
(pellets or sucrose, counterbalanced). Stimuli had a duration of 10 seconds and were rewarded
immediately upon their offset. Every session consisted of eight presentations of each CS. Sessions had a
duration of 43 minutes with a mean ITI of 2.5 minutes. Magazine data was recorded throughout each CS
and 10-second pre-CS period.
Reversal Test
After day 16 of training, subjects were given a single session of testing. This session was almost
identical to those during Pavlovian acquisition training. For group “Control,” the same rewards followed
the same stimuli as they had throughout training. For group “Switch,” however, the identities of each
reward were unexpectedly reversed. For example, if a tone preceded pellet delivery and flashing light
preceded sucrose during training, tone would now be followed by liquid sucrose and flashing light by
pellet. Only six rewarded CS presentations were given in this single test session, and the overall session
duration was shortened to 28 minutes. This was done to isolate neural activity during an earlier
component of the session, following suggestions that expression of p-rPS6 activity is greatest
approximately 30 minutes after the relevant behavioral event. Two different sets of subjects from each
group were tested on each of four days, each following their final day of acquisition training. Testing was
staggered across days in this manner to ensure that the last day of training was equally recent for both
groups of subjects prior to the test session, and importantly, that each subject was sacrificed with the
same amount of time having elapsed from the end of the test session.
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Histology
At the end of the test session, rats were immediately injected with a sodium pentobarbital solution
(Somnasol, Henry Schein, Melville, NY) (0.026% body weight) and transcardially perfused with 0.09%
saline and 10% buffered formalin phosphate (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA). Brains were quickly
dissected and submerged in formalin for one hour. Formalin was then replaced with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) with 30% sucrose until brains sunk to the bottom of the vial (3-5 days). Brains were then
frozen and cryosectioned at 40 um using a Microm 505 E cryostat. Sections were collected across the
OFC, striatum (DS and NAc were analyzed on the same sections), amygdala, and VTA, with three
different coronal positions each (see Figure 6). Respectively, the anterior-middle-posterior coordinates
from bregma that were targeted for these regions were +5.64/+4.68/+4.20, +2.52/+1.80/+1.08, -1.56/2.28/-3.0, and -5.04/-5.64/-5.88, with reference to the Paxinos and Watson Rat Brain Atlas (fifth edition,
2005). These coordinates were chosen on the basis of especially robust morphology in the target regions
at locations close to equidistant from one another. This was intended to survey the widest span of each
region possible. Future replications of this study will instead look for activity on the basis of more
popularly targeted coordinates of each brain region. Sections were stored at -20°C in cryoprotectant
composed of 50% PBS, 25% ethylene glycol, and 25% glycerin.
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Immunohistochemistry
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Immunofluorescence procedures were conducted in four cycles of four brains. Sections were
chosen that accurately matched the target coordinates and were placed in cell culture strainer inserts
sized for 4x3 well-plates. Each row of the well-plates corresponded with stages of staining treatments,
and each column corresponded with the four different coronal regions. All ingredients used in
immunofluorescence were diluted in PBS and 2 ml was used in each well. Sections were first
permeabilized with 0.3% triton-x-100 for 10 minutes. They were then blocked for one hour in PBS
containing both 0.3% triton-x-100 and 10% normal donkey serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; Product
ID #S30-M). The tissue was then incubated in primary antibodies for 16 hours. These were 1:800 rabbit
anti-rPS6(ser240-244) (Cell Signaling Technologies, Danvers, MA; #5364) and 1:1000 sheep antityrosine hydroxylase (ThermoFisher; #PA1-4679) in the same PBS. Sections were then given three
sequential 10-minute washes in PBS. They were then given 90 minutes of incubation in the secondary
antibodies, both at a 1:500 concentration in the same PBS. These were donkey anti-rabbit (Alexa Fluor
Plus 594) (ThermoFisher; #A3275) and donkey anti-sheep (Alexa Fluor Plus 488) (ThermoFisher; #A11015). The tissue was then given three more 10-minute PBS washes, prior to a 10-minute stain in DAPI
(Sigma Aldrich; #MBD0015) at a 1:5714 concentration. All incubations were conducted at room
temperature on a rotating IKA-Schuttler MTS 4 orbital shaker that was set to 60 rpm during incubation
with the primary antibodies, and 80 rpm during all other stages. Following the DAPI stain, sections were
placed in petri dishes filled with PB and slide mounted. Slides were shielded from light and air-dried for
one day. Sections were then coated in Fluoromount-G aqueous mounting medium (Southern Biotech,
Birmingham, AL; #0100-01) and cover-slipped.
Imaging
Tissue was analyzed using an Olympus BX61 motorized fluorescence microscope equipped with
an Olympus BX-UCB control box, X-Cite series 120PC fluorescence bulb, Hamamatsu Orca-03G digital
camera, and filters for texas red, GFP, and DAPI. Images were acquired in Metamorph software
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA) at both 4x and 20x magnifications. Color channel images were
acquired separately and merged using macros. 20x images were composed of 9 images taken at
sequential focus levels to form z-stack projections. For sections of the striatum, the DMS, DLS, and NAc
were imaged separately. To sample a maximal extent of each brain region, 20x images were taken at
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separate neighboring “zones” (see Figures 6A-F, middle). There were three zones in the OFC, two zones
in the DMS, three zones in the DLS, two zones in the NAc, two zones in the VTA, and one zone at the
BLA.
Cell Data Extraction
Data was only extracted from 20x images, and the 4x images served as references to the Atlas.
For the OFC, three 20x zones were determined to lie in the medial, ventral, and lateral OFC. For the NAc,
the two zones corresponded with the NAcSh and NAcC. Therefore, for the OFC and NAc, these
subregions were analyzed separately. For the DMS, DLS, and VTA, data was collapsed across zones. All
analyses were conducted in ImageJ with a versatile custom macros suite installed (Timothy and Forlano,
2019). Separate color channels were first given a series of batch-preprocessing treatments. Background
illumination was subtracted using rolling-ball radii of 30 for p-rPS6, 15 for TH, and 5 for DAPI. Contrast
was then enhanced using a saturated pixel value of 0.30 for all channels. The images were then
duplicated such that there was one set of images for intensity and cell-count analyses, and another set of
images for area percentage and colocalization. Z-stack projections were then condensed into 2dimensional images with increased resolution. For all channels of images in the intensity and cell-count
category, z-stacking was achieved using a complex wavelet algorithm for extended depth of field (Forster
et al, 2004). For area percentage and colocalization, this algorithm was still applied to DAPI channels;
however, p-rPS6 channels were z-stacked according to maximum intensity and TH channels were
stacked according to a standard deviation variable. Standard deviation z-stacking for TH channels was
necessary due to high overall levels of background signal despite earlier background subtraction. Due to
a hardware failure, all color channels from all DMS images in both measurement categories were zstacked according to extended depth of field. Once preprocessing was complete, color channels were
merged, and masks were manually drawn over the images such that artifacts were omitted and analyses
only included cells within the target region. All analyses utilized a luminance value thresholding criterion
that averaged between the “Renyi Entropy” and “Moments” thresholds available in ImageJ. Data for
intensity and cell-count analyses was obtained using a threshold outline batch macro and was only
collected for the p-rPS6 channel. Particle size minimum and maximum criteria were set to 700-10,000
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pixels, and inclusion criteria for cell circularity was set to 0.1-0.9. Watershed particle segmentation was
disabled during this analysis.
For area percentage and colocalization analyses, a separate batch macro was used to calculate
the percentage of the selected target region that contained above-threshold cells. This was run separately
for both the p-rPS6 and TH channels. These percentage analyses concurrently produced masks that
outlined all the cells detected. For colocalization analyses, these were then reapplied to the same images,
which were z-stacked as described above (for area measurements) but had not received background
subtraction or contrast enhancement. The batch macro was then run a second time but only analyzing the
opposite color channel within these masks. For example, cells that were detected as p-rPS6+ were
outlined and the percentage of these cells that were also TH+ was documented (and vice-versa). The
overall data variables that were analyzed are average p-rPS6+ cell intensity, p-rPS6+ cell counts, percent
area p-rPS6+, percent area TH+, percent of p-rPS6+ neurons that are also TH+, and percent of TH+
neurons that are also p-rPS6+. Note that these latter two measurements effectively assess the proportion,
rather than the true percentage, of neurons with one stain that also contain the other stain. Colocalized
neurons are reported as a proxy for functional overlap of each stain. In other words, colocalized neurons
are regarded as both dopaminergic and activated during the learning episode.
Data Organization and Statistical Analyses
Data were exported to and analyzed in Microsoft Excel. Data were subdivided by brain region,
subject, and anterior/middle/posterior coordinates. The OFC and NAc, for reasons described above, were
further subdivided by zone. The data was then subtotaled within these divisions, filtered, and organized.
The cell outline batch macro (Timothy and Forlano, 2019) reports each above-criterion cell as an
independent value. Therefore, the sum of overall cells detected served as cell-count measures whereas
the mean gray values of all these cells were averaged for intensity quantifications. Note that this means
the intensity values reported reflect the average intensity of any given cell within a region, and not the
average intensity across a given image. Data from the area percentage analyses was directly reported by
the macro and did not need to be transformed further. Due to issues of tissue damage, excessive
artifacts, poor signal, or incorrect coordinates, data from various regions had to be excluded. Because
intensity quantifications only concerned the intensity of cells already detected, images with no p-rPS6+
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cells detected were excluded this measurement. The p-rPS6 percentage of TH measurement was also
notoriously susceptible to outliers, and values at least two standard deviations from the mean were
omitted from this measurement (except for data from the VTA, which was less liable to this issue; this
may be the result of discrete TH+ cell bodies with less TH background signal from DA synapses in this
region). Omissions did not differ between the other three area percentage measures and cell-counts. The
final list of sample sizes across conditions can be found in table 3. Unpaired-samples two-tailed t-tests
were used to compare groups. Significance criteria of P < 0.05 were adopted for all statistical analyses.

VTA Reanalysis
In particular, many VTA images were omitted on the basis of falling outside a relatively narrow
window of target coordinates. After preliminary analyses on this small subset suggested an effect, a more
exploratory approach was applied to the VTA. The exact coordinates of each VTA image were first
identified by a volunteer blind to group assignments or experimental conditions. To match samples for
each coordinate, any images that had no counterparts in the opposite group for a given coordinate were
omitted. Additionally, for any coordinates at which sample sizes were slightly larger in either group,
images were randomly excluded from the larger sample. Ultimately, coordinates -4.20, -4.56, -4.68, -5.64,
-5.76, and -5.88 were completely omitted either due to only having n=1/group or due to no images at a
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given coordinate in one of the groups. Coordinates -4.92, -5.16, -5.28, and -5.40 were included and
analyzed further, with sample sizes of 3 for each group and coordinate (see table 3D). ANOVAs were
then run on the VTA data for each measurement, with group and coordinate as factors.
Results

Behavior
Magazine and Pavlovian acquisition training proceeded without incident. Progress throughout
training can be seen split by group assignment in Figures 7A-B. No differences throughout acquisition
were observed on the basis of group assignment, as group treatments did not differ throughout training.
The data in Figures 7C-F, therefore, is collapsed between groups. It is evident that acquisition had
occurred by day 3 of training, as marked by an increase in responding to each CS over its corresponding
pre-CS baseline period. This data is presented separately both for magazine response measures of mean
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responses/minute and percentage trial time in the magazine and plotted for responding to each CS
modality or US identity. Percent time in the magazine plotted by reward identity (Figure 7D) appears to
favor the sucrose reward, and could be interpreted to suggest a preference for sucrose. However, this
difference is not evident in the response rate measure (Figure 7C).
Therefore, it is likely that the liquid nature of sucrose simply warranted a greater amount of time in
the magazine per reward delivery. Similarly, it appears that the tone CS evoked a somewhat higher levels
of responding on percent time measures than the flash CS. This is consistent with our prior observations
that light stimuli induce an attentional orientation effect towards the light bulb and thus detract from time
spent in the magazine. Overall, the differences between response rate and percent time measures
suggest that any differences in responding between stimuli or rewards are likely the result of differential
URs and not differential learning or preferences.

Reversal Test
On day 17, subjects in the Control group received the same treatment as during training whereas
those in the Switch group received the opposite rewards after each CS from those which had been
delivered in training. This did not disrupt prior learning or responding during the test, as both
measurements of magazine entry behavior were substantially elevated by CS presentation over the preCS baseline period (Figure 8). An unpaired-samples t-test confirmed no significant differences in percent
magazine entry between groups (t[14] = 1.25, p = 0.230).
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Exploratory First-Pass Analysis of Neural Data
Measurements taken were average intensity of p-rPS6+ cells, p-rPS6+ cell counts, percent-ofregion p-rPS6+ (%PS6+), %TH+, p-rPS6-percent-of-TH (PS6+%/TH), and TH+%/PS6. These were
applied to three different coronal planes of the OFC (split into medial OFC, ventral OFC, and lateral OFC),
DMS, DLS, NAc (NAcSh and NAcC), BLA, and VTA. Due to a technical constraint, the CeA could not be
surveyed. This will be rectified in future replications. No effects of group for any measurement (p > 0.05)
were observed in any areas of the medial or lateral OFC, DMS, DLS, NAc, or BLA. We did observe a
significantly larger %TH+ in the “middle” (+4.68) ventral OFC (p = 0.045). However, our TH antibody was
not itself activity-dependent, and it is thus unlikely that our treatment resulted in a sudden proliferation of
DA synapses in the OFC that were new yet inactive. Therefore, we believe this difference is likely
spurious and may reflect a sampling error. Importantly, we also observed a significant increase (p =
0.021) in p-rPS6+ cell counts in one subregion of the VTA that was initially denoted as “posterior (-5.88)”
(Figure 9). No other measurements reached significant differences between groups in the VTA. Such a
difference in p-rPS6+ cell counts in the absence of TH colocalization would be theoretically pertinent, and
so we investigated this further.
VTA Reanalysis with Anatomical Precision
The difference observed in VTA cell counts was derived from a relatively limited sample, whereby
all sections outside of a very narrow coordinate range were excluded and the samples for each group
were uneven. The fact that there was a difference selectively in one anatomical coordinate of the VTA
inspired a closer look at each discrete location. No images were excluded on the basis of the coordinate
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they were located at, and a blind volunteer determined the exact location they were sectioned from. At
each of four coordinates, tissue samples were included from three subjects from each group. ANOVAs
were then run with group and coordinate as factors.

For %TH, there was a significant effect of coordinate (F[3, 23] = 4.57, P = 0.017) but not of group
(F[1, 23] = 0.97, P = 0.339, n.s.) and no interaction (F[3, 23] = 0.36, P = 0.789, n.s.);. This simply confirms
that DA neuron populations were not distributed homogeneously along the span of the VTA. The TH % of
p-rPS6 measure had the same pattern of effects as %TH alone (F[3, 23] = 4.57, P = 0.017; effect of
coordinate but not group (F[1, 23] = 0.97, P = 0.339, n.s.) and no interaction (F[3, 23] = 0.35, P = 0.784,
n.s.)), suggesting that DA neurons which were activated followed a similar morphological trajectory as
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those which were not, regardless of group. Note that despite the apparent differences in % TH and TH %
of p-rPS6 evident at [-5.28] (Figures 10C and 10F), neither of these differences reached significance.
The effect we observed on our first-pass analysis held up under closer anatomical scrutiny, with
group “Switch” also having a significantly different population of p-rPS6+ cells recruited than group
“Control” (F[1, 23] = 6.07, P = 0.025), with a nonsignificant trend towards an effect of coordinate (F[3, 23]
= 3.17, P = 0.053) and no interaction (F[3, 23] = 2.85, P = 0.070, n.s.) (Figure 10B). This was due to a
higher number of cells activated in the group “Switch” at [-5.16]. The percentage of tissue that was prPS6+ also had a significant effect of group (F[1, 23] = 4.78, P = 0.044) and no effect of coordinate (F[3,
23] = 1.64, P = 0.219, n.s.), but there was a significant interaction between these factors (F[3, 23] = 4.58,
P = 0.017) (Figure 10E).
Interestingly, for PS6 % of TH there was also an effect of coordinate (F[3, 23] = 4.31, P = 0.020)
and a group x coordinate interaction (F[3, 23] = 3.44, P = 0.042), but no effect of group (F[1, 23] = 1.96, P
= 4.49, n.s.) (Figure 10D). This result was again due to a higher population of p-rPS6+ cells at [-5.16] for
group “Switch,” but further implies that these comprised a greater proportion of TH+ cells than for group
“Control.” Crucially, the intensity of p-rPS6+ neurons was not related to group (F[1, 23] < 0.01, P = 0.993,
n.s.) nor coordinate (F[3, 23] = 0.56, P = 0.651, n.s.) and these factors did not interact (F[3, 23] = 0.34, P
= 0.799, n.s.) (Figure 10A).
Discussion
In experiment 2, we attempted to characterize the neural architecture involved in processing PEs
that exclusively result from deviations in US expectations within the domain of reward identity. This was
achieved by training rats in a simple Pavlovian procedure where two stimuli are followed by distinct
rewards, and unexpectedly switching these contingencies for half the subjects. Immediately after this
reversal, brains were extracted and immunolabeled for active neurons and markers of dopamine. The
measurements taken from these stains enabled separate quantifications of the intensity of a given
neuron, the size of the neural population activated, and the extent to which this population invokes DA.
Contrary to our expectations, the reward identity reversal showed no evidence of recruiting a
discrete network of brain regions known to be involved in US learning. The OFC, DS, NAc, and BLA did
not respond in any of our measurements. However, a wider population of neurons in the VTA were
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activated following the reversal (Figures 10B and 10E). This depended on specific location within the
VTA, with the difference being especially evident at coordinate [-5.16] from bregma. Importantly, a wider
population of neurons were still activated by the reversal when the analysis was restricted to activity
within DA neurons (Figure 10D). Computational models of PE learning driven by DA propose that these
neurons act in a manner similar to that outlined by the TD model (Sutton and Barto, 1990), with DA
neurons computing PEs in real-time (Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowsky, 1996; Schultz, 2016). While this
framework can explain the involvement of DA in PEs of reward value (i.e., Schultz, Dayan, and
Montague, 1990; Steinberg et al, 2013) and of reward timing (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998; Takahashi et
al, 2016), it portrays the US as a single quantitative variable that can only represent value. Because we
did not manipulate reward value, our data is not well-accommodated by these models. There is evidence
to suggest that VTA DA neurons are involved in PEs of either value or identity. For example, Chang et al
(2017) inhibited DA transients and found that this prevented unblocking that would have otherwise
occurred on the basis of either value or identity. VTA DA activity has also been shown to respond to
unexpected shifts in either reward value or identity (Takahashi et al, 2017). Stimulation of VTA DA
neurons can also produce outcome-specific learning that would have otherwise been blocked (Keiflin et
al, 2019).
One valid interpretation of the results of Experiment 2, therefore, would be as supporting the
possibility that DA neurons are involved in reward identity PEs. While this seems likely, it may not reflect
the whole story. Many previous studies of PEs driven by DA neurons either targeted them by probing their
firing properties, by restricting samples to TH+ cells, or simply by virtue of their presence in the midbrain.
While there is therefore substantial evidence that DA neurons in the VTA are involved in PEs, the
possibility remains that they may only comprise a subset of all VTA neurons recruited by PEs. In
Experiment 2, we found that colocalization between active neurons and TH did not exhibit a bidirectional
response from identity PEs (Figures 10D and 10F). In essence, although the proportion of DA neurons
that were activated was higher following the reversal, the overall population of neurons that were
activated did not differentially invoke DA. Crucially, a higher percentage of active neurons were found
overall in group “Switch” when the analysis did not discriminate between DA and non-DA neurons (Figure
10E), and a higher percentage of DA neurons that were activated was also found in this group (Figure
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10D). Therefore, it seems that more DA neurons were activated in group “Switch.” It may be tempting to
suggest that any non-DA neurons which were active were irrelevant to the switch, However, if the reward
identity PE served to primarily activate a greater number of DA neurons without regard to any non-DA
neurons that would otherwise be active anyway, then this latter effect would be bidirectional: in other
words, a higher percentage of the active neurons would also be DA-ergic. This is not what we observed
(Figure 10F). This implies that the number of non-DA neurons activated may be relevant to identity PEs.
One interpretation of these findings may be that identity PEs result in the activation of a larger
population of neurons, which includes nearby DA neurons. In the control group, however, the absence of
any PEs might cause afferent GABA neurons to selectively suppress activity in DA neurons that would
have otherwise been invoked. This would result in a greater recruitment of DA neurons overall by the PEdriven neural ensemble, but the relative proportion of DA activated would not differ from the control
condition. This possibility is consistent with findings that GABA-mediated suppression of VTA activity
likely underlies the blocking effect (Aggarwal et al, 2020).
Stalnaker et al (2019) recorded VTA DA neurons during a choice task whereby reward flavor and
value were unexpectedly and independently switched. Activity of individual or averaged neurons only
correlated with value PEs, but decoded population data only tracked identity PEs. This pattern of activity
is entirely consistent with the data of Experiment 2, which suggests that a larger ensemble of active DA
neurons are recruited during identity PEs than when no PEs occur. Furthermore, consider that the
intensity of individual neurons was not involved in identity PEs. This finding is compatible with the fact that
the individual cell data reported by Stalnaker et al (2019) only correlated with changes in reward value.
However, while our data suggests that DA neurons are involved in this process, it also implies that they
might not be the only component. Therefore, whether different domains of PE learning differentially
invoke DA or non-DA systems in the VTA remains a topic warranting further study.
It is tempting to speculate that distinct rewards, that do not vary on the basis of value, may each
separately recruit distinct and outcome-specific neuronal ensembles in the VTA without needing to
generate any PEs along the identity domain. This would remain consistent with the fact that VTA
stimulation promotes outcome-specific unblocking (Keiflin et al, 2019). Functions of this sort have also
been identified for feature-specific predictions in the OFC (Lopatina et al, 2015; Stalnaker et al, 2018).
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This is an interesting possibility warranting further study. Our procedure was not designed to differentiate
between the ensemble effects of either reward in isolation, and does not permit us to draw conclusions in
this regard. Still, during the reversal test, each CS was presented three times over the span of 28
minutes. We attempted to classify brain activity resulting from PEs of identity, and these were effectively
combined across two distinct rewards. Brain activity resulting from changes in either specific reward
predicted was not isolated. Both rewards presented were interspersed equally throughout the session for
both groups. Both groups also had equivalent prior exposure with either reward type. If VTA ensemble
activity recruited by changes in reward identity behaved in such an outcome-specific manner, it likely
would not have differed between groups. Therefore, it seems likely that the differences we observed in
neuronal ensemble recruitment are specifically the result of PEs. Still, future research should attempt to
elucidate the true nature of outcome-specific ensemble encoding in the VTA. Overall, the data presented
here warrants further investigation into the nature of the neuronal ensembles that are invoked by reward
identity PEs, and the extent to which they rely on DA.
General Discussion
In the decades since the blocking effect was first characterized (Kamin, 1969), many explanations
have been proposed to describe CS-US associative learning processes while accounting for the fact that
redundancy of an event does not permit further learning towards it. Prediction error models have become
popular in this regard, modeling changes in associative strength as a function of the degree to which an
outcome matches what was predicted (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). One implication of this framework is
that changes in an expected US should produce unblocking. However, classic models of PE learning
represent the US as a parameter with few qualities other than US value. While unblocking has been
demonstrated on this basis (i.e., Kamin, 1969; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Dickinson, Hall, and
Mackintosh, 1976; Holland and Gallagher, 1983; Holland, 1984; Bradfield and McNally, 2008), it has also
been demonstrated on the basis of unexpected US timing (Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh, 1976;
Barnet, Grahame, and Miller, 1993) or identity (Holland, 1988; Betts, Brandon, and Wagner, 1996;
Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997; Rescorla, 1999). Temporal (Sutton and Barto, 1990) and neuronal
(Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowsky, 1996) models of PE learning are slightly more able to accommodate
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learning driven by US timing, but not identity. The evidence currently available suggests that associative
learning may depend on PEs of any number of US domains.
Furthermore, converging research suggests that different neural systems may be involved in
either conveying features of reward value (e.g., Corbit and Balleine, 2005; Corbit and Balleine, 2011),
timing (e.g., Meck, 2006; Takahashi et al, 2016), or identity (e.g., Balleine, Leung, and Ostlund, 2011;
Howard and Kahnt, 2018; Stalnaker et al, 2014; Stalnaker et al, 2018). These regions may interact in a
manner capable of producing outcome-specific behavior (Corbit and Balleine, 2005; Corbit and Balleine,
2011; Lichtenberg et al, 2017). This distributed information pertaining to reward features may interface
with midbrain systems that invoke all of these features (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1990; Hollerman
and Schultz, 1998; Takahashi et al, 2017; Howard and Kahnt, 2018; Stalnaker et al, 2019; Keiflin et al,
2019) but do so in a manner specific to PE learning. On both behavioral and neural levels, the specific
and interrelated contributions that PEs of different US domains may differentially hold over learning is a
rapidly advancing topic of interest. In particular, we were interested whether reward timing and identity
might be relevant domains of PE computation, and whether they might be independently represented by
distinct networks in the nervous system. To be clear, much more research is needed to address these
issues, but the studies reported here represent an initial effort towards these ends.
In Experiment 1, we unexpectedly changed both the timing and identity of two expected rewards
during the compound training phase of a blocking/unblocking procedure. This was sufficient to produce
unblocking towards both of the stimuli that were added during compound training and signaled this
reversal. Furthermore, subject behavior in the presence of these stimuli was specific to the outcomes that
they were trained with as assessed via outcome-selective PIT. It will be important for future inquiry to
quantify the sheer degree of influence that reversals in either of these domains exerts over learning.
One possibility is that the unexpected change in timing produced unblocking whereas the
unexpected change in identity produced outcome-specific learning, and that these processes occurred
separately but were expressed concurrently. Indeed, Rescorla (1999) produced greater outcome-specific
learning through identity PEs in an appetitive study but this treatment did not selectively elevate overall
motivated responding to the otherwise-blocked cue. Still, it is unlikely that the differences between
Rescorla’s data and ours reflect a differential effect of timing and identity PEs. For one, there have been
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other studies using appetitive (Holland, 1988) and fear conditioning preparations (Betts, Brandon, and
Wagner, 1996; Blaisdell, Denniston, and Miller, 1997) that have indeed produced unblocking of general
responding through a selective change in outcome identity. Secondly, although group “Block” exhibited
blocking relative to group “Unblock” in Experiment 1, subjects in the former group nonetheless exhibited
outcome-specific learning. Importantly, however, Rescorla (1999) gave subjects very little compound
training compared to these other studies. It is possible that in the presence of identity PEs, outcomespecificity develops more rapidly than any corresponding elevation in motivated behavior towards the
stimuli. This possibility is intriguing in its own right. The exact manner in which unblocking and outcomespecific learning may be differentially influenced by PEs of timing or identity remains a topic that deserves
more attention. One way this could be addressed is through a series of unblocking studies where the
unexpected US changes occur in as minimal a fashion as possible, to consider the minimum parameters
required to produce PEs along either domain. Another question is whether unexpected changes in either
of these domains might have a cumulative effect on PEs, or if either shift is similarly capable of eliciting a
binary “surprise” response (e.g., Kamin, 1969).
In Experiment 2, we focused our attention on US identity PEs and asked how they might be
encoded across the nervous system. This was achieved by training rats on a simple Pavlovian acquisition
procedure whereby two stimuli each predicted a different reward, before unexpectedly reversing these
contingencies and assaying various brain regions for activity-dependent protein phosphorylation. The
data from this experiment suggest that these sorts of PEs are manifested in activation of larger neuronal
ensembles within a specific area of the VTA (-5.16). These ensembles recruit a larger population of DA
neurons than those of animals that did not experience the reward reversal. Interestingly, they seem to
additionally recruit a larger population of non-DA neurons. The proportion of DA neurons in this ensemble
did not differ whether or not the identity PE was experienced. These results contrast with computational
models of DA-driven PE learning, which suggest that DA neurons primarily regulate PEs of US value.
Consistent with these findings, a growing body of evidence suggests that the VTA is involved in PEs of
both value and identity (Howard and Kahnt, 2018; Keiflin et al, 2019). Stalnaker et al (2019) also identified
larger neuronal ensembles during identity PEs, but greater activity in individual cells during value PEs.
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Especially because we found no differences in intensity across groups (reflecting activity of individual
cells) when value was unchanged, the findings of that study are particularly relevant to our data.
However, our findings further deviate from past work by implying that DA itself may not be the
primary element of identity PEs. One could argue identity PEs serve to primarily activate DA neurons, that
only DA PEs were relevant to the behavioral event, and non-DA activity was driven by other aspects of
the context or reward. Indeed, we found that the identity PE recruited a greater proportion of DA neurons
(Figure 10D). Our procedures did not permit us to selectively analyze non-DA neurons. Still, if active nonDA neurons were not meaningfully related to the identity PE, then we would have observed that a higher
proportion of overall activated neurons were DA-ergic for group “Switch.” This was not the case (Figure
10F). Therefore, it remains possible that the reward identity PE activated neuronal ensembles which may
have functionally included DA neurons, but were by no means limited to them. This possibility is
intriguing, but highly tentative, and warrants future study.
Differential involvement of DA and non-DA cells across ensemble and single-unit activity for
driving identity or value PEs (respectively) may not necessarily be in conflict with what has already been
shown regarding DA-invoked reward PEs of identity (Stalnaker et al, 2019) or value (Schultz, Dayan, and
Montague, 1990). One possible basis for multidimensional PEs within the VTA is depicted in Figure 11.
Under this framework, mere exposure to an appetitive conditioning context or reward consumption (even
if familiar and expected) results in activation of a relatively small midbrain neuronal ensemble. An even
smaller proportion of these might be DA neurons, but the majority are not. When an outcome of an
unexpected identity is received, a larger population of neurons are recruited overall, but the percentage of
these ensembles that are DA-ergic increases to proportional scale. This would result in a neuronal
ensemble that is larger and invokes more DA than in an animal not experiencing an identity PE but would
not increase the prominence of DA (relative to non-DA) neuron activity that occurs. During reward value
PEs, DA neurons might increase their firing rate but do so without recruiting larger ensembles.
Furthermore, firing rate modulations driven by value PEs may be similar to those driven by
temporal PEs, because single DA neurons respond to violations of expected reward timing (Hollerman
and Schultz, 1998) and this intraneuronal function is impaired by NAc inactivation (Takahashi et al, 2016).
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This view may be consistent with connectionist neural network models of associative learning
(Delamater, 2012) if the non-DA neurons are regarded as part of an intermediary pathway between
“hidden layer” and “output layer” units, with plasticity in this pathway driven by the number or firing rate of
identity-specific DA neurons activated. Therefore, the mechanism through which DA neurons drive
greater ensemble activity warrants a closer look. Still, there are two noteworthy limitations to this
proposal: Considering that it is unlikely VTA neuronal ensembles correspond simply to predictions of
distinct outcomes themselves, it remains unclear exactly how enlarging these ensembles might
correspond to (or facilitate) reward identity PEs. Additionally, the specific neuron properties and
transmitters involved in these non-DA circuits is unclear (see also Nasser et al, 2017). While there exists
a rich network of GABA neurons in the VTA, unblocking results from their suppression (Aggarwal et al,
2020). In other words, GABA neurons are likely in a state of activity during blocking (a no-PE scenario)
and suppress DA neuron activity. Therefore, it is unlikely that the greater population of non-DA neurons
activated by the identity PE are GABA neurons, since GABA neurons would be expected to become less
active during PEs. These questions merit further inquiry to evaluate the possibility that multiple domains
of reward PEs may be computed simultaneously in the VTA, across DA and non-DA populations.
While the VTA data of Experiment 2 is noteworthy in its own right, it is also important to address
the possible reasons that no differences were seen in any other brain region analyzed. Although several
studies have implicated the OFC in US identity learning and outcome-specific behavior, this may reflect
reward identity predictions more than PEs or learning (Stalnaker et al, 2018). Consistent with this
possibility, we observed robust activity in the OFC that did not differ between groups (data not shown).
Therefore, the OFC may have been signaling cue-evoked outcome expectancies not directly involved in
PE-driven learning.
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Although the BLA is well-characterized as critical for outcome-specific learning (Corbit and
Balleine, 2005; Johnson, Gallagher, and Holland, 2009; Delamater et al, 2018), it may primarily be critical
for US identity-driven unblocking when the reversal is also accompanied by an upshift (Chang et al,
2012). The BLA is known to integrate associative information for appropriate motor responses (see also
Wassum and Izquierdo, 2015), and it may therefore be unsurprising that it was not activated during the
reversal test. Our data suggest that the BLA may not be involved in identity PEs of an appetitive reward in
a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm. This may also be the reason we did not see activation of the NAc.
Since the BLA and NAc are involved in outcome-specific learning, it would be pertinent to know if the
learning that occurred for animals in group “Switch” during the reversal test was outcome-specific. Due to
the immunolabeling procedure we used, we were unable to test this.
Moreover, the NAc is critically involved in timing (Klein-Flugge et al, 2011; Takahashi et al, 2016).
If the role of the NAc in PE learning pertains to outcome-specific temporal learning, we would not expect
to see any differences in NAc activity between groups (since timing was not reversed). The same
rationale may apply to the DS, another region involved in US timing (Matell, Meck, and Nicolelis, 2003;
Matell and Meck, 2004; Meck, 2006; Bermudez and Schultz, 2014; Mello, Soares, and Paton, 2015).
Furthermore, the fact that we did observe any differences in either subregion of the DS is consistent with
findings that the DS only encodes PEs of instrumental response contingencies (Stalnaker et al, 2012),
and that the DMS and DLS primarily differ depending on the type of instrumental behavior involved (e.g.,
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Garr and Delamater, 2020; Turner et al, 2021). This possibility would be especially consistent with our
results if the DMS was more active than the DLS, as these regions have been implicated in goal-directed
(e.g., Yin et al, 2005) and habitual (e.g., Yin, Knowlton, and Balleine, 2004) behavior, respectively.
Unfortunately, due to a hardware failure during preprocessing of the DMS images (resulting in altered
baseline values), they could not be directly compared to those from the DLS. Still, no group difference
was observed in either of these regions, so it is unlikely they were involved in processing the identity PE.
For the reasons just described, it may not necessarily be surprising that we did not observe group
differences in the OFC, striatum, or BLA. Still, it is theoretically relevant that reward identity PEs in
appetitive Pavlovian conditioning are represented primarily in the VTA and not these other areas.
Finally, it will be critical to assess how analogous the experimental treatments are across the two
experiments reported here. The procedure used in Experiment 2 was carefully designed to replicate the
conditions experienced by an animal in a blocking/unblocking study, across Pavlovian acquisition training
and up until the first session of “compound” training. We aimed to isolate the encoding of reward PEs in
the absence of other CS-US associative changes, and did not introduce novel “blocked” stimuli in
compounds with the pre-trained stimuli. Tissue was also fixed immediately after the reversal session.
Subjects were also never given instrumental training, which might have facilitated outcome-specific
learning during acquisition training in Experiment 1. It is tempting to speculate whether such instrumental
pre-training would have resulted in group differences in regions known for outcome-specific behavior
such as the BLA or NAcSh. For these reasons, it is impossible to know with certainty whether the reversal
session administered in Experiment 2 generated PEs that were directly analogous to those induced by
unexpected switches in the reward identity domain during Experiment 1. Experiments utilizing in vivo
population-level recordings during a simple unblocking procedure would help address this.

Concluding Remarks
Behavioral (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) and neural (e.g., Montague, Dayan, and
Sejnowski, 1998) models of prediction error learning suggest that changes in associative strength (i.e.,
new learning) depend substantially on US value. Rescorla and Wagner (1972), for example, made little
attempt to even address the question of exactly what US properties are directly associated during
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learning. It is likely that a variety of sensory-specific US features can distinctly enter into associations with
a CS, as PEs of reward identity and timing are also individually capable of driving learning. In Experiment
1, we demonstrated that PEs that occur simultaneously in the domains of reward identity and timing are
also capable of producing unblocking effects. This learning was also outcome-specific. In Experiment 2,
we immunolabeled active and DA neurons following induction of a simple reward identity PE. This
revealed no effect in the OFC, BLA, or any component of the striatum. It did, however, elicit activity in a
larger population of VTA neurons for subjects that did compared to those that did not receive the identity
PE. Although this was the case for DA and non-DA neurons, a higher overall percentage of DA neurons
were recruited during the identity PE. While these experiments served as a stepping-stone for future
studies to directly compare the effects of domain-specific PEs on behavior and brain activity, they
nevertheless contribute to our understanding of the distinct and multifaceted ways in which specific PE
dimensions uniquely drive associative learning.

Glossary
•

Prediction error (PE): Discrepancy between an outcome expected and the one received.

•

Unconditioned stimulus (US): Reinforcing outcomes.

•

Conditioned stimulus (CS): Signals or cues.

•

Compound stimulus: Multiple stimuli presented concurrently.

•

Unconditioned responding (UR): Innate motor response patterns to a US.

•

Conditioned responding (CR): Motor response patterns to a CS that has been trained.

•

Pavlovian learning: Learning that concerns associations between a CS and US.

•

Instrumental learning: Learning that concerns associations between responses and outcomes.

•

Blocking: Prevention of learning from accruing to a novel CS as a result of redundant information
pertaining to the outcome (typically produced through pre-training with the outcome in question).

•

Unblocking: Prevention of blocking when it otherwise would have occurred.

•

Upshift unblocking: Unblocking that results from an unexpected increase in outcome value.

•

Downshift unblocking: Unblocking that results from an unexpected decrease in outcome value.

•

Temporal unblocking: Unblocking that results from an unexpected time of outcome delivery.

•

Identity unblocking: Unblocking that results from an unexpected change in outcome type.

•

General motivated responding: Behavior dependent on an overall expectation of US. Reflects the
value of any expected outcome without regards to outcome-specificity.

•

Outcome-specific learning: Learning to expect a particular outcome following a paired CS.
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•

Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer test (PIT): A testing procedure that involves separate
instrumental and Pavlovian training. When stimuli invigorate responding on the manipulanda
paired with the same outcomes as the stimuli in question, learning is outcome-specific. If they
invigorate responding on any manipulanda indiscriminately, responding is general/motivated.

•

Devaluation: Reducing the incentive value of a reward after it has been trained. Can be used to
assess outcome-specific learning.

•

PE models of learning: Suggest new learning is driven by PEs (e.g., Recorla and Wagner, 1972).

•

Attentional models of learning: Models that posit CS salience and attention as crucial for learning.

•

Temporal-difference models of learning: Like PE models, but suggest that PEs are time-sensitive.

•

Connectionist models of learning: Suggest that various aspects of stimuli and outcomes form
discrete linkages for associative learning.

•

Freezing (aversive procedure): A reduction in locomotor activity out of fear of aversive stimuli.

•

Suppression (aversive procedure): A reduction in rewarded instrumental behavior out of fear of
aversive stimuli.

•

Peak-response timing: Appropriate timing of responding in anticipation of reward. Increases
gradually throughout the trial before peaking at the point of expected reward delivery.

•

Scalar Expectancy Theory: Proposes a mechanism for behavioral timing (Gibbon, Meck, and
Church, 1984).

•

Dopamine (DA): Monoaminergic neurotransmitter implicated in learning and motivation.

•

Incentive salience: Function of dopamine in motivation, namely “wanting” behaviors. Proposed
alternative to prediction error models of dopamine function.

•

Gama amino-butyric acid (GABA): Inhibitory neurotransmitter.

•

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH): Metabolic precursor of transmitters such as dopamine.

•

Phosphorylation at ribosomal proteins serine-6 (p-rPS6): Cytoplasmic activity-dependent marker
of cell function. Invoked with a variety of intraneuronal and neurotransmission functions.

•

DAPI: Control counterstain for marking cell nuclei.

•

Phosphate buffer (PB): Physiological vehicle for maintaining stability of tissue. Sometimes
includes saline and/or sucrose.

•

Triton-x-100: Permeabilizes tissue by breaking down cell walls and enabling entry by antibodies.

•

Blocking buffer (i.e., serum): Mitigates expression of non-targeted factors in the tissue.

•

Primary antibodies: Selectively targets cellular factors such as PS6 and TH.

•

Secondary antibodies: Targets primary antibodies, tagging them with fluorescent markers.

•

Gi-DREADDs: Inhibitory designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs. Surgically
implanted using viral vectors and activated by a selective ligand.

•

Optogenetics: Procedurally similar to DREADDs, but uses light instead of a ligand.

•

Ventral tegmental area (VTA): Mesencephalic nexus of PE-sensitive dopamine neurons.
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•

Neuronal ensembles: Discrete groups of interconnected neurons for a given function.

•

Lateral habenula (LHb): Epithalamic structure with PE functions reciprocal to those of the VTA.

•

Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC): Frontal cortical region implicated in making flexible predictions.

•

Basolateral amygdala (BLA): Amygdaloid nucleus implicated in CS-US associative learning.

•

Central amygdala (CeA): Amygdaloid nucleus involved in general motivation and value learning.

•

Striatum: Dopamine input structures of the basal ganglia. Distinct dorsal and ventral components.

•

Dorsal striatum: Involved in timing processes, goal-directed instrumental behavior, and habit
learning. Medial and lateral subdivisions (respectively) may be involved in the latter two functions.

•

Nucleus accumbens (NAc): Ventral striatum. Involved in motivation and timing processes.

•

Nucleus accumbens shell (NAcSh): Particularly implicated in motivation, reward “liking,” and
outcome-specific learning.

•

Nucleus accumbens core (NacC): Implicated in general motivation driven by outcome value.

•

Image thresholding: Only analyzing cells over a certain luminance intensity value.

•

Z-stacking: Merging several images of the same tissue location for enhanced resolution.

•

Intensity analyses: Activation intensity of the average cell at a given tissue location.

•

Cell counts: The discrete quantity of cells activated.

•

%PS6+: Percentage of a tissue location occupied by activated neurons.

•

%TH+: Percentage of a tissue location occupied by TH+ (likely dopaminergic) neurons.

•

Colocalization: Correspondence or overlap between two tissue stains on the same neurons.
Implies that said neurons contain properties revealed by both stains.

•

PS6+ % of TH: Proportion of TH+ neurons that also contain colocalized PS6 within them.

•

TH+ % of PS6: Proportion of PS6+ neurons that also contain colocalized TH within them.
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